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Abstract
This thesis work focuses on innovative design of media access control (MAC) protocols in
wireless sensor networks (WNSs). The characteristics of the WSN inquire that the network ser
vice design considers both energy efficiency and the associated application requirement. How
ever, most existing protocols address only the issue of energy efficiency.
In this thesis, a MAC protocol has been proposed (referred to as Q-MAC) that not only
minimizes the energy consumption in multi-hop WSNs, but also provides Quality of Service
(QoS) by differentiating network services based on priority levels prescribed by different appli
cations. The priority levels reflect the state of system resources including residual energy and
queue occupancies. Q-MAC contains both intra- and inter- node arbitration mechanisms. The
intra-node packet scheduling employs a multiple queuing architecture, and applies a scheduling
scheme consisting of packet classification and weighted arbitration. We introduce the Power
Conservation MACAW (PC-MACAW), a power-aware scheduling mechanism which, together
with the Loosely Prioritized Random Access (LPRA) algorithm, govern the inter-node schedul
ing. Performance evaluation are conducted between Q-MAC and S-MAC with respect to two
performance metrics: energy consumption and average latency. Simulation results indicate Q
MAC achieves comparable performance to that of S-MAC in non-prioritized traffic scenarios.
When packets with different priorities are introduced, Q-MAC yields noticeable average la
tency differentiation between the classes of service, while preserving the same degree ofenergy
conswnption as that ofS-MAC.
Since the high density nature of WSN may introduce heavy traffic load and thus con
sume large amount of energy for communication, another MAC protocol, referred to as the
Deployment-oriented MAC (D-MAC) has been further proposed. D-MAC minimizes both sens
ing and communication redundancy by putting majority of redundant nodes into the sleep state.
The idea is to establish a sensing and communication backbone covering the whole sensing field
with the least sensing and communication redundancy. In specific, we use equal-size rectangu
lar cells to partition the sensing field and chose the size ofeach cell in a way such that regardless
of the actual location within the cell, a node can always sense the whole cell and communicate
with all the nodes in neighboring cells. Once the sensing field has been partitioned using these
cells, a localized Location-aware Selection Algorithm (LSA) is carried out to pick up only one
node within each cell to be active for a fixed amount ofperiod. This selection is energy-oriented,
only nodes with maximum energy will be on and the rest ofnodes will be put into the sleep state
once the selection process is over. To balance the energy consumption, the selection algorithm
is periodically conducted until all the nodes are out of power. Simulation results indicated that
D-MAC saves around 80% energy compared to that ofS-MAC and Q-MAC, while maintaining
99% coverage. D-MAC is also superior to S-MAC and Q-MAC in terms of average latency.
However, the use of GPS in D-MAC in identifying the nodes within the same cell, would cause
extra cost and complexity for the design of sensor nodes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) and radio frequency (RF) tech
nology have led to the development of small sensor devices equipped with an embedded mi
croprocessor, several sensing modalities, a low-power radio and a battery. The low per-node
cost allows hundreds of such devices densely deployed into the field and interconnected with
each other to form a wireless sensor network (WSN) (25, 36], which provides us an attractive
solution for large area sensing, monitoring and tracking tasks. This new-emerging computing
paradigm holds great promises in many applications like home automation and security, smart
office spaces, industrial control and management, agriculture and environmental monitoring,
disaster detection and recovery, building monitoring and asset tracking, battlefield surveillance
and reconnaissance, or even medical sensing and micro-surgery [23, 14]. The opportunities for
such class of networks are ubiquitous. However, before all these exciting applications come to
reality, a number of formidable challenges must be solved. To date, despite the fact that numer
ous research efforts have been directed toward optimizing hardware, algorithms and protocols
for these networks, it remains largely unexplored how these innovations can be tied together
to provide a reliable, robust, and quick-responsible sensing, computing, and communication
system.

1.1

Wireless Sensor Networks

1.1.1 System and Communication Architectures
Populating the world with networked sensors requires a fundamental understanding of the sys
tem architecture of individual nodes and the communication architecture to organize and man
age these nodes in scalable and resource-efficient ways. In general, as shown in Fig. 1.1, a typ
ical sensor node is composed of six components: processor, storage unit, memory unit, power
supply, sensors/actuators, and communication systems. Like UC Berkeley's Sensor Mote [11],
seen in Fig. 1.2, it consists of an 8bit 4MHz Atmel Atmega 128L processor with 128K bytes
program flash memory, 512K bytes measurement flash, and 4K bytes configuration EEPROM.
It is capable of supporting maximal data transmission rate of 38.4K bps within the outdoor range

:.,.__.._.:
:
:
j
Sensing Module !

Processor
:�

...L.
Radio Module

\.... -���P_t!�i?�. �-���1-� .....

Figure 1.1: Typical sensor node system architecture

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1.2: Trends for sensor node desi gn [11, 10] (a) WeC: small micro-controller (1999)
(b) Rene: experimental desi gn (2000) (c) Dot: scale demonstration (2001) (d) MICA: relatively
industrial platform with a couple of sensors, operating on TinyOS [10] sensor network operating
system (2002) (e) Speck: concept desi gn for "Mote on a single chip" (2003) (d) Telos: robust
low power design (2004)
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Figure 1.3: Communication architectures

of 1000 feet. The integrated sensing modalities include the lighting, temperature, acoustic, and
magnetic sensors and the node is powered by two AA batteries. These nodes has been applied
to a real-world habitat monitoring application conducted on Great Duck Island off the coast of
Maine [46] to measure humidity, pressure, temperature, infrared radiation, total solar radiation,
and photo-synthetically active radiation.
For these networks, sensing measurements obtained from multiple sensors of different
modalities at the distributed locations need to be transmitted to the processing center or the net
work gateway, the so-called sink node. With respect to the communication mechanism adopted,
four basic communication architectures exist: direct transmission, flat ad hoc, clustering, and
mobile agents, as shown in Fig. 1.3.
Because the number of sensor nodes is usually large and the transmit range of sensor nodes
are limited (According to Rappoport et. al. [57], signal propagation follows the exponential law
with the exponent being exponent 2 to 4 depending on the transmission media), hence, in gen
eral it is cost inefficient and, in many cases, implausible for each node to directly communicate
with the sink node. To be cost-efficient, short-range, multi-hop data transmissions are highly
preferred. In the flat ad hoc multi-hop communication architecture, as shown in Fig. l .3(b),
sensor nodes send or relay data packets to the sink node given routing capabilities. Although
this mode is flexible and energy efficient, scalability is still a problem. The nodes closer to the
sink node will be primarily used to route data packets from other nodes to the sink node. If
the network size is large, these nodes will relay a large number of data and their energy can be
exhausted very fast, resulting finally in disconnection of the network. The clustering [30] archi3

tecture, illustrated in Fig. 1.3(c), attempts to address this issue by partitioning the network into
clusters. A special type of node called cluster-head has been elected to supervise the data trans
mission within each cluster. Once the cluster-head obtains the sensing measurements, it directly
communicates with sink node in case of one-level clustering, or communicate with high-level
cluster-head in a hierarchical clustering schemes and repeat the same process until reaching the
sink node. The main disadvantage of this mode of operation is that the communication relies
highly on the cluster-head, thus placing a burden on the higher level cluster heads. Moreover,
the energy depletion of cluster heads is faster than that of other nodes. In the mobile agents
based architecture [53], instead of letting each sensor node send data to the sink node, a series
of mobile agents are launched by the sensor sink which can move to different sensor nodes for
data collection. Since the data processing is conducted locally at the sensor nodes through the
processing codes carried by the agents, it can solve the above mentioned scalability problem.
However, how to derive the migration routes, recover from agent failure, apply the complex
agent techniques to light-weight sensor nodes like Motes are still challenging problems.

1.1.2 Technical Challenges
As the impact of new technologies are always two-folded, the benefits always come along with
the design challenges. The design of wireless sensor networks is no exception. The unique
challenges it faces can be summarized as follows.
• The Stringent Resource Challenge. Sensor nodes are normally battery-powered. Once
deployed, the battery can not be recharged or replaced. Thus, the lifetime of the sensor
node is mainly determined by the battery life. As a result, the scarce energy resource must
be wisely managed in order to extend the lifetime of the network. In addition, constraints
on storage and computation capacity also limit the application of complex scheduling and
signal processing algorithms.
• The Self-Organization and Scalability Challenge. Self-organization reflects the ability of
sensor networks to form global level structures or function through interactions among the
low-level components. In other words, sensor nodes independently coordinate with each
other in order to accomplish particular tasks without any external management and con
figuration. Meanwhile, since the proliferation of low cost sensors enables large amount
sensor deployment, as more sensors are put into the field, more data is captured which
can enhance decision making. The risk is, however, large data transfer and information
overloading.
• The Redundancy Challenge. Sensor networks have high node densities. At a specific
time, many sensor nodes can sense the same phenomena and produce similar sensing
results, thus introducing high redundancy. On one hand, the sensing redundancy can
maintain coverage and therefore reduce the damage caused by node failure; however, on
the other hand, it can also introduce high design complexity and high collision probability
when accessing the channel.
4

• The Network Dynamics Challenge. Since sensors are usually rapidly deployed in large
amount, it is very difficult, if not possible, to maintain a pre-designed network struc
ture. Therefore, the new sensor deployment and node failure may introduce high network
dynamics. All these dynamic features indicate that sensor networks tend to be infra
structureless and require the underlying network services and applications to be adaptive.
• The Reliability Challenge. Sensors communicate through low-bandwidth and unreliable
wireless links compared to wired communication. An individual sensor may suffer inter
mittent connectivity due to high bit error rate (BER) of the wireless link, and it can further
deteriorated by environmental hazard. The challenge is to provide reliable information
based on potentially unreliable wireless communication networks and unreliable sensor
nodes.

1.2

Motivations and Objectives

All the above mentioned challenges put forward the new directions for sensor network design.
Considering that thousands of simple, unattended and resource-constrained sensor nodes are
deployed in order to accomplish sensing, data processing, monitoring, and tracking tasks, how
to develop the proper protocols which can organize these nodes to form an efficient commu
nication network becomes one of the most important design issues. The traditional OSI seven
layer model is apparently too heavy and not tuned for these new emerging networks. Instead, a
four-layer architecture shown in Fig. 1.4 is more admissible. Notice that MAC is a sub-layer of
data link layer used to schedule and coordinate data transmission among multiple nodes sharing
the common channel. MAC layer is essential to the successful operation of the shared-medium
network especially for wireless sensor networks. In addition, in our architecture, we do not
include the transport layer because the end-to-end delivery assurance may cause large energy
consumption. Instead, it is better to verify the hop-by-hop correctness of data delivery at the
MAC layer, which further strengthen its importance.
The MAC design is a key technology as it schedules the transmission of wireless nodes
in the network to avoid collisions. However, the unique features of WSN make it difficult to
apply the traditional MAC protocols. For instance, in sensor networks, the stringent energy
limitation imposes constraints on the MAC protocol design since the nodes in such networks
are generally assumed to be powerful and rechargeable. In addition, sensor network, compared
with traditional wireless network, may include much higher node density. On one hand, the
high node density results in large sensing redundancy. By transmitting these redundant data,
energy could be wasted. On the other hand, the high density topology will make the central
ized scheduling extremely difficult which arises the need for highly localized and distributed
design. Furthermore, a sensor node may host several sensing modalities including temperature,
acoustic, seismic, and even imaging capabilities. For a given application, the collected sensing
information may have different priority levels and, through in-network processing, these mea
surements may be aggregated and condensed to a decision, which is extremely important. The
transmission of this type of data needs to be both accurate and timely. Consequently, there is a
5
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clear need for support of quality-of-service (QoS).
Therefore, instead of maximizing throughput and channel utilization like traditional net
works, new issues, like energy efficiency, scalability, redundancy, QoS provision, and multi
hop fairness, become the top concerns and need to be highlighted during the design process.
We describe the design objectives for the new MAC protocols from three perspectives. First
of all, the new MAC protocol should be inherently energy-efficient to ensure a node lifetime
of one or several years on a single battery; Secondly, we expect these networks to prioritize
data packets and provide different services in accordance with different application specifics.
Finally, all those sensor nodes should self-organize and cooperate with each other for the suc
cessful data transmission. In summary, energy efficiency, QoS-aware network management,
and self-organization are the key issues in sensor network MAC design to ensure efficient usage
of sensor resources as well as efficient access to gathered measurements.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 1 introduces the emerging technology, the wireless sensor networks (WSN). The
system architecture of individual sensor node and the communication architecture of the whole
network has been discussed, followed by a description of the design challenges. In addition, it
also discusses the motivation of MAC protocol design in sensor networks and the objectives of
the research.
Chapter 2 briefly surveys the medium access techniques of wireless network with a focus on
the energy efficient MAC design for wireless sensor network. Sources of energy consumption
are analyzed and existed solutions are discussed and classified. At the end of the chapter, the
design guidelines on how to achieve energy efficiency in wireless sensor networks are provided.
Chapter 3 discusses another important feature of the MAC design, Quality-of-Service (QoS).
The necessity on service provision for WSN is justified and the QoS metrics from application
6

and network prospectives are defined. It also describes the possible realizations according to
different MAC design strategies and gives a case study on QoS provision on our proposed pro
tocol, Q-MAC.
Chapter 4 describes in detail the energy-efficient, QoS aware MAC solution (Q-MAC). In
brief, a multi-queue based queuing architecture has been applied. Within each sensor node, the
intro-node scheduling is used to select the next transmitted node. After that, the node needs
to contend with its neighbors for channel access by using LPRA protocols. Simulation and
analysis are given at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents the D-MAC, a deployment-oriented MAC protocol, aiming at minimiz
ing the sensing and communication redundancy, and thus achieving both energy-efficiency and
lower latency compared to that of S-MAC and Q-MAC.
The summary and future research directions are given in chapter 6. The motivation, design
strategy, and implementation of self-developed wireless sensor network simulator, SENSIM are
explained in the Appendix. The software architecture of this tool and the current development
status are given.

7

Chapter 2

Wireless Mediuni Access Control : An
Overview
The Medium Access Control (MAC) techniques are responsible for coordinating and schedul
ing data transmissions among multiple nodes sharing the same channel so that no transmission
is interfered with at the receiver by a concurrent second transmission from some other nodes,
resulting in packet loss. In wireless network, since the sender has no means of knowing about
whether there exists any interference at the receiver end, hence, hidden and exposed terminal
problems have been identified [38]. In Fig. 2.1, let the letters A, B, C, D represent the commu
nication terminals, which can send data packets within their communication range represented
by a circle surrounding it and can receive the data packets if they are within the range of sending
transmitter. Two terminals who are in each other's circle can communicate with each other. An
example of the hidden terminal problem is that both A and C unknowingly send a packet at the
same time to B, there would be a collision at B resulting in data loss. Another case is that if
B wishes to transmit to A while C wishes to transmit to D, there is technically no problem if
they transmit at the same time because A and D cannot overhear each other's data transmission.
However, the exposed terminal problem occurs if B senses the transmission of C and waits until
the medium is free before transmitting.

Figure 2.1: Hidden and exposed terminals in wireless networks
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While the hidden terminal problem results in data loss, the exposed terminal problem simply
affects efficiency. To solve these problems, explicit information exchange between transmitter
and receiver is necessary. In this chapter, we briefly review the MAC protocols proposed for
wireless networks. With a focus on the discussion of medium access control design for wireless
sensor networks, we also investigate the benefits and disadvantages of existing solutions.

2.1

Wireless Medium Access Control

The Medium access control (MAC) problems have been studied for years, and many designs
targeted at different applications and optimization goals have been proposed. They can gener
ally be classified into two categories: the scheduling-based, with the access point or cluster head
performing the access control; and the contention-based, with each node contend for the channel
access. In contention-based MAC protocols, nodes compete for access to the channel randomly.
When only one node makes a transmission attempt, the packet is received successfully in the
absence of errors caused by channel noise. When multiple nodes transmit simultaneously, a
collision may occur and a contention resolution algorithm is needed to resolve the conflict. This
resolution process does consume bandwidth resources, but in a bursty traffic environment, the
cost is usually worthwhile when compared to scheduling-based MAC protocols. Moreover, in
most scheduling-based protocols, each node only consume a portion a channel resources and
their access time is scheduled thus achieving collision free. However, the idle nodes do consume
a portion of channel resources and this portion may become significant when the number of po
tential users in the system grows. In contention-based schemes, idle users do not transmit and
thus do not consume any bandwidth resource. Among the most popular contention-based MAC
protocols are ALOHA [12] and several variants of CSMA such as MACA [37] and MACAW
[17]. Scheduling-based MAC protocols ensure that a transmission, whenever made, will not
be impaired by another transmission in the system. These conflict-free transmissions can be
achieved by allocating the channel to the user either statically or dynamically. So far, both cat
egories include a bunch of protocols with different design directions. In Fig. 2.2, we show the
simple classification of these wireless MAC protocols.

2.1.1 Scheduling-Based Mechanisms
For scheduling-based techniques, the communication channel is divided into sub-channels such
that multiple nodes can simultaneously perform data transmission without collision. Based
on the different domains in which the channel resource is divided, scheduling-based techniques
can be further divided into Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Time Division Multi
ple Access (TOMA), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), and more recently, Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDM). The scheduling-based schemes are in general
collision free. However, a centralized channel allocation is needed.
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Figure 2.2: Classification of wireless MAC protocols

2.1.2

Contention-Based Mechanisms

The first contention-based Medium Access Control approach can be traced back to ALOHA
[12], in which each communication terminal transmits packets immediately after they are gen
erated. If collision occurs, the packet will be retransmitted. Later on, the modified so-called
slotted ALOHA [58] has been proposed to achieve better performance by scheduling the trans
mission process at the beginning of each time slot, thus reducing the chance of transmission
collision. These techniques are classic and can be considered as the simplest and best decen
tralized access policy.
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)
The central idea of CSMA is listening before transmitting. The purpose of listening is to detect
the occupation status of the channel. However, based on strategy to reduce collision, it can be
classified into two categories: non-persistent CSMA and p-persistent CSMA. In non-persistent
CSMA, if a node detects the idle channel, it transmits immediately. Otherwise, it waits a random
period before starting to sense channel again. In p-persistent CSMA, if the channel is busy, the
node will continue to listen until the channel becomes idle. If the channel is free, it will transmit
with probability p and delay for one time unit with probability 1 - p. In the case of delay for
one time unit (one time unit equals to the length of propagation delay), the node will continue
to sense the channel after that delay and repeat the same process until the packet has been
transmitted. The so-called ] -persistent CSMA is the particular case of p-persistent CSMA in
case that probability p equal to 1. In ]-persistent CSMA, since the node is extremely selfish, it
may introduce higher collisions. In general, CSMA is a pure decentralized protocol. Because
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of no message exchanging between transmitter and receiver, the mentioned hidden and exposed
problems still exist.
CSMA with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
As indicated by its name, CSMA/CA based mechanisms, like MACA [37] and MACAW [17],
try to solve the hidden and exposed terminal problems by establishing a handshaking between
the transmitter and the receiver. In MACA, a node with packets waiting to be sent transmits
a short Request-to-Send control packet to the intended receiver. The receiver immediately re
sponses with a Clear-to-Send (CTS) packet. After receiving the CTS, the actual data transmis
sion can be launched. Since a node that could interfere with a transmission can at least hear
CTS from the receiver of the message and remain silent, the hidden terminal problem can be
solved. Moreover, by allowing the node, which overhears an RTS packet but not the corre
sponding CTS packet, transmit its data packet, the expose terminal problem can also be solved.
MACAW presents several additions to MACA, including use of an acknowledge (ACK) packet
after successful reception, allowing rapid link-layer recovery from transmission error and the
use of CSMA when sending CTS packets. Thus, the transmission message exchange sequence
between a sender and a receiver now becomes RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK.
The IEEE 802.11 Standard
The IEEE 802.11 standard [32] supports several different MAC techniques, as shown in Fig. 2.3,
one of the so-called distributed function (DCF) mode is based on CSMA/CA protocols. Sim
ilar to MACAW mentioned above, it also uses the RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK sequence. Several
improvement over MACAW are introduced including virtual carrier sense, binary exponential
back-off, and fragmentation support. The design is based on the assumption of a single cell sce
nario, with mobile nodes always in range of at least one Access Point (AP). As a result, there is
no multi-hop scenario. The ad hoc aspect of the protocol assumes peer-to-peer communications.
The main energy saving is achieved by turning off the radio when the node is not the intended to
transmit or receive. Since the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) records the data packet trans
mission time, the idle listening node knows exactly how long the radio can be turned off. There
is also another mode for this standard, the optional point coordination function (PCF), which is
a centralized, contention-free channel access, based on the poll-and-response mechanism.

2.1.3

Arbitration-Based Mechanisms

The arbitration-based mechanism usually introduces token or polling message [41] to arbitrate
the channel access, and can provide certain QoS (like latency, service rate) for particular ser
vice. However, due to the fact that the traveling time of token or polling messages increases
with the network size, its application has been limited especially for large-scale, high-density
communication networks. Furthermore, the round-trip delay of the token or polling messages
also makes this mechanism unsuitable for real time applications.
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Token Passing Schemes
Inspired by the most well-known Token-Ring protocols developed for traditional wired net
works with a ring topology, the wireless token passing schemes apply a so-called "token" to
specify the right to access medium. Once a node receives a token, it can access the channel and
transmit data at that time. After the data transmission is accomplished, the token is continuously
moved to other communication nodes. Through this way, all the nodes within the network can
transmit their data in the order which follows the trace of passing token. To avoid a situation
that a node occupies the channel for a very long time, the limitation for individual transmis
sion should be defined, which can be done by limiting the maximal transmitting time for once
token passing. Token passing techniques are promising in the context of single hop wireless
communication where each node can reach all other nodes. Normally the token passing can be
arbitrated either by network Access Point (AP), or pre-determined routine. Nevertheless, in the
context of multi-hop communication, the round-trip time for the token messages can be very
large, thus, its application can be greatly constrained or even unrealistic, especially for networks
with high density node populations.
Polling Schemes
As opposed to the token-passing protocol, the polling requires a master node acting as the
centralized controller. The master node sends out the "polling messages" to each of the nodes
in a round-robin fashion. Once receiving the polling message, the node can transmit data for a
pre-determined transmission period. In case of no packets to be sent, the node can send sort of
acknowledgment message to notify the central controller so that the master node can continue to
poll the traffic from other nodes. This procedure repeats in a cyclic manner. The most attractive
feature of this scheme lies in the fact that the collision has been totally eliminated while avoiding
the empty slots inherited in contention based protocols. However, the problem comes with
polling delay, which also limits its application in the multi-hop context. Several well-known
Medium Access Control (MAC) standards have integrated this scheme, like Bluetooth [28] and
IEEE 802.11 PCF [32].
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2.1.4 Hybrid Scheduling and Contention Schemes
The inspiration of hybrid schemes comes from the needs of such network, in which the traffic
with or without QoS requirements both exist. As we know, the QoS guarantees can be realized
by polling or some centralized scheduling. However, in case of high density network topology
and relatively lower traffic rate, these schemes are not efficient at all. For contention based
scheme, it is on the contrary. The hybrid schemes try to solve this problem by combining the
features of these two schemes to provide an elegant solution for both random and dedicated
access. For realization, a TDMA based method has been applied to partition the time axis
into "frame". Each frame includes two phases, a contention-free phase and a contention phase,
shown in Fig. 2.4(a). During the contention-free phase, the traffic with certain QoS require
ments can be served by polling process, which is repeated in every frame. Other traffic without
QoS requirements can be served during the contention process. The typical protocol using this
scheme includes IEEE 802.11 combining with DCF and PCF, as shown in Fig. 2.4(b).

2.2

MAC Design for Wireless Sensor Networks

As we indicated before, the MAC design strategy in sensor networks is very different from
that of the traditional wireless network. The nature of energy efficiency, high density node
distribution, ad hoc network topology, infonnation and communication redundancy, and special
node-to-sink communication pattern highlight this difference. In this section, we first briefly
discuss several important attributes and trade-offs of MAC design. After that, the state-of-the
art on current progress is presented. More than 20 different schemes are included and classified.
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2.2.1

Important Issues for Sensor Network MAC Design

In [65], Ye et.al. identified a couple of MAC attributes and trade-offs which may influence the
sensor network MAC design. They are collision avoidance, energy efficiency, scalability and
adaptivity, channel utilization, latency, throughput, andfaimess. The authors also emphasize
that collision avoidance, energy efficiency and scalability and adaptivity to densities and num
ber of nodes are top concerns. We argue that, for many sensor network applications, latency is
actually an extremely important attribute needed to be more considered. For instance, suppose
that a sensor network is performing a monitoring and tracking task within a particular envi
ronment. The time attached to the sensing event is critical since it can provide very important
information like when the target appears and what the speed of the target is, etc. In addition,
the long latency can normally render the collected information useless.
On Energy Efficiency and Latency. In our opinion, sensor network may have two types of
energy efficiency, the individual energy efficiency and the network energy efficiency. For indi
vidual energy efficiency strategy, each individual tries to minimize its own energy consumption
and thus gain efficiency. While for network energy efficiency strategy, it tries to optimize the
energy consumption of each other in order to maximize the network lifetime. Here the term
of network lifetime is mainly measured by the degree of sensing and communication cover
age. For instance, if the degree of sensing and communication coverage is lower than certain
pre-defined threshold, there may exist some isolated sensing or communication field. In this
case, the sensor network may lose certain important information which may greatly degrade the
successful deployment of a given application. Therefore, we can claim that network efficiency
is generally more important compared to individual efficiency. The intuitive way to achieve
this goal is to balance the energy consumed at each node. However, since the dominant traffic
pattern in sensor networks is nodes-to-sink transmission, as a result, the closer a sensor is to
the sink node, the higher the traffic burden is imposed, and thus the more energy is consumed.
As we argued above, latency is another important design issue. Nevertheless, we also realize
that there may exist many time-insensitive sensing data. Hence, the problem becomes how to
minimize the latency of high time-sensitive data at the expanse of increasing the time delay
of time-insensitive data. In addition, as a common way, many sensor network MAC protocols
[22, 66] trade off longer latency for achieving higher energy efficiency. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there hasn't exited any clear cut what the best trade-off is.
On Collision Avoidance. As indicated before, there are two types of strategies to reduce
or eliminate collisions, centralize scheduling and contention. Centralized scheduling methods
can totally remove collision at the expense of high complex allocation. If the network topology
is high-density, the network performance based on this strategy may be very poor. For con
tention based schemes, although they are simple and distributed, the collision can not be totally
eliminated. Thus, the collision recovery mechanisms need to be applied. In general, the expo
nential back-off scheme is widely used for this goal. So far, several experiments [42, 29] have
been conducted to evaluate the performance of some proposed sensor network MAC protocols.
However, with the very small scale of node deployment, the results cannot provide us enough
information which can be taken as the design directions.
On Organization, Scalability, and Adaptivity. These are closely related issues on how to
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organize communications in wireless sensor networks and how to adapt with the change of
network topology, which may greatly reflect the MAC protocol design. In general, there exist
two different realistic architectures, centralized or distributed. In the centralized architectures,
due to the multi-hop nature, two or more layers of clustering hierarchy are required. Through
this way, a series of central or local communication controllers (also called the cluster-head)
are selected to schedule and coordinate the communications. In the distributed fashion, the
sensor nodes coordinate locally with their neighbors for data transmission. However, since
sensor nodes may fail because of multiple reasons like battery power depletion, carried away
by some animals, crash due to hardware malfunctioning or software bugs, or even destroyed
by the nature disasters, a good MAC design should accommodate such changes gracefully.
Organization, scalability, and adaptivity are important attributes and have great influence on
MAC design, because sensor networks are deployed in an ad hoc manner and often operate in
uncertain environments.
On Fairness among Multi-hop Communication. Due to the short-range communication
characteristic of sensor networks, in order to organize such network, multi-hop based commu
nication is a must. Generally speaking, two types of data traffic flow in and out of each node.
They are self-generated or relayed packets from other nodes. Therefore, how to decide when to
send the self-generated and when to send the relayed traffic needs some arbitration strategies.
Ideally, the goal is to provide a fair service partition according to different users, nodes or appli
cations requirements. Here, fairness does not mean treating each service requirement equally.
Instead, since each flow may have different service requirement, some are time-sensitive, others
are not, some optimization needs to be achieved based on their performance in an application
as a whole, thus arising another design trade-off.

2.2.2 State of The Art
Up to now, based on the different approaches and strategies, many research work [66, 22, 63,
44, 49, 30, 52, 33, 35, 64] has been proposed to address the MAC design problems for wireless
sensor networks. Ye presented a brief overview of sensor networks MAC design in [65]. where
several early proposed solutions were discussed and classified. Langendoen [42] also reviewed
several typical mechanisms and provided the in-depth performance evaluation and analysis on
S-MAC, T-MAC and L-MAC, Low Power Listening (LPL) techniques and IEEE 802.11 through
simulation. Here, we provide a comprehensive review on MAC design in WSNs. In Table. 2.1,
we classify most of the proposed protocols based on their design directions and the applied
methods. Similar designs are listed together with some brief descriptions about their features,
similarity, and differences.

2.3

Energy Efficient MAC Design in WSN

Thus far, most of the proposed research in MAC design of WSN has been dedicated to achieve
energy efficiency from different perspectives. In the section, we focus on the discussion of
energy-efficient MAC design in wireless sensor networks. We first investigate the sources of
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Table 2.1: State-of-Art of MAC protocols in wireless sensor networks.
I Types
TOMA

classes

I Protocols
EMACs (62]
LMAC (61, 63]
TRAMA (56]
ODS [49]
ER-MAC [54]
Kulkarni [40]

Scheduling

Arisha [15]

Contention

Arbitration

Others

CDMA

CSMAC [44]

CDMA/fDMA
CSMA/CA
CSMA/CA
CSMA

LEACH [30]
S-MAC [66]
T-MAC[22]
Sift [35]

polling
polling

WiseMAC [31]
B-MAC [52]

polling

IEEE 802.15.4 [33]

Wakeup Radio
system

PicoRadio [27]
STEM [59]
Miller [48]

I Features
three operation modes of a sensor node,
localized transmission time slots selection
localized TOMA
distributed packet scheduling, transmission reservation
Schedule long-lived, end-to-end and periodic fbwa
balance energy consumption
General rule based TOMA for
broadcast, coveragecast and local gossiping
provide a solution to allocate time slots to multi-hop
sensor nodes based breath-fl rst or depth-fl rst search
combine OS-CDMA and frequency diversity in channel
allocation; location aware to turn off the redundant aodes
dynamical clustering and cluster-head rotating
Periodic listen and sleep with fl xed duty-cycle
traffi c adaptive duty-cycle
carefully selected contention length to reduce
collision in highly dense node population
synchronized preamble sampling
Reconfl guration of MAC parameters
to meet the changing of application
star architecture, hybrid scheduling
and contention schemes with QoS support
CDMA based multiple access with wakeup radio
periodically listen the wakeup channel in low duty cycle
periodically listen the main radio and buffering packets

energy conswnption for sensor nodes, and then analyze the potential energy waste. After that,
we classify the existing protocols based on their strategies for energy saving, followed by the
discussion of their design challenges. About fifty papers have been reviewed and most of the
existed research work has been covered. Finally, we give some general guidelines on how to
design energy-efficient MAC protocols in sensor networks.

2.3.1

Energy Consumption and Wastage

According to [55], the energy of a single sensor node is mainly conswned for three purposes:
sensing, computation, communication. Among all these factors, since data transmission has
been identified as the dominant source to consume energy, shown in Fig. 2.5, our discussion
here focuses on the energy expenditure on data communications. In [65], Ye identified four
types of energy wastes during the transmission and reception of sensor network communication
systems. They are Idle listening, Collisions, Communication overhead, and Overhearing.
Idle listening. It happens when the radio is listening to the channel to receive possible data.
The cost is especially high in many sensor network applications where there is no data to send
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during the period when nothing is sensed. Many MAC protocols always listen to the channel
when active, assuming that the complete device would be powered off by the user if there is no
data to send.
Collisions. It happens when two nodes transmit simultaneously and interfere with each
others' transmission. In this case, packets are corrupted and must be discarded. Hence, the time
and energy used during transmission and reception are wasted.
Communication overhead. Most protocols require control packets to be exchanged. Since
these packets contain no application data, we consider the transmission and reception as over
head.
Overhearing. Since the channel is a shared medium, a node may receive packets that are
not destined for it, causing the overhearing overhead.
A MAC protocol achieves energy saving by controlling the radio to avoid or reduce energy
waste from the above sources. A simple and effective strategy to save energy is to turn off the
radio when it is not intended to transmit or receive packets. However, putting radio into the
sleep mode corresponds to low power consumption as well as reduced operation capacity, in
creased latency and slow system response. Thus it is actually a design trade-off and needs to be
evaluated before applied into sensor network communication and networking design. In addi
tion, a complete energy management scheme must consider all sources of energy consumption,
not just the radio.

2.3.2 Scheduling-Based Energy Saving
The most attractive features of schedule-based mechanisms lies in the facts that they are inher
ently collision free and the sensor nodes can be turned off when they are in the idle state, thus
energy expenditure can be saved due to data retransmission and idle overhearing. However,
drawbacks exist in channel allocation schemes due to the nature of network dynamics and high
density network topology. The multi-hop based communication also increases the complexity
of the channel allocation mechanism. Depending on different domains the channel is parti
tioned, different difficulties might be faced. When using TOMA, the transmission time needs
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to be highly synchronized, and the ad hoc, multi-hop, and network dynamics also increase the
complexity of the allocation algorithms. For FDMA, due to the expensive hardware require
ment, the limited bandwidth and the large number of sensor nodes, it is not realistic to assign
unique frequency band for each individual node. Similar case happens when using CDMA,
since each node must encode its data bits with unique orthogonal codes and the code space is
also limited.
Proposed Solutions
• Infrastructure-Based Scheduling

In order to organize the short-range multi-hop based sensor network communications,
clustering-based approach has been proposed. In this approach, sensor nodes are parti
tioned into clusters and for each cluster a cluster-head is selected to supervise the com
munication within its cluster and transmit the collected sensing or aggregating data to the
base station. This techniques can be combined with scheduling-based MAC protocols to
solve the centralized channel allocation problems caused by high dense network topol
ogy because it off-load the scheduling and allocation tasks from the one-layer architecture
controlled by the central based station to the two-layer or multiple-layer architecture con
trolled by both multiple cluster-heads and the base station. A couple of protocols have
been presented. LEACH [30] organizes the nodes into cluster hierarchies, and apply
TOMA within each cluster. The cluster-head is dynamically rotated among the cluster
members depending on their residual energy. Nodes in the cluster can only talk to the
cluster-head through single communication hop, which then talk to base station through
long-range radio using FDMNCDMA. However, LEACH assumes all sensor nodes can
reach the base station which might not be true for most of sensor network applications.
Arisha et. al. [15] also formed a clustered infrastructure. Instead of including a dynam
ically cluster-head selection phase, this approach uses multiple fixed gateways acting as
cluster-heads. Normally these gateways are in small amount compared with a huge num
ber of sensor nodes and can be assumed powerful nodes. Within each cluster, the gateway,
through breadth-first-search (BFS) or width-first-search (WFS), can allocate transmission
time slots to their clustered nodes in the context of multi-hop communications. The merit
of this scheme is to provide us a way to assign the transmission time slots to the nodes
with multiple hops away from the communication controller.
• Decentralized-Based Scheduling

The TRAMA protocol [56] uses collision-free packet scheduling for energy efficiency.
Nodes periodically wake up to exchange broadcasting messages and learn their two-hop
neighborhoods. Based on this knowledge, nodes periodically reserve future slots for
backlogged traffic. A hash-based priority scheme is then used so that only one node in a
two-hop neighborhood will transmit in a given slot. ODS [49] also tries to schedule the
sensor traffic flow into non-interfering slots. Different from TRAMA scheduling recently
received packets on hop-by-hop basis, ODS attempts to schedule long-lived, end-to-end,
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periodic flows in a much simple way without maintaining the two-hop neighborhood
information. However, since ODS is conservative in scheduling flows, it may greatly
degrade network performance when the traffic is bursty.
The TOMA-based EMACs [61 , 63] and LMAC [62] protocols are proposed for Euro
pean research project EYES[l]. The most attractive advantage of these protocol is to
provide an solution to allocate the limited transmission time slots under the context of
densely deployed sensor networks. Meanwhile, the channel allocation process is decen
tralized without any arbitration nodes like cluster-head or sensor sink. In other words,
sensor nodes autonomously select the unoccupied transmission time slot and claim the
ownership by local broadcasting. In EMACs, each TDMA frame is partitioned into three
phases, the Communication Request (CR) phase, the Traffic Control (TC) phase, and
the Data Section. Three operation modes of a node are defined, the active mode which
means a node can control or claim a transmission time slot, the passive mode in which a
node cannot own a time slot but can rely on an active node for channel access, and the
dormant mode in which a node has been put into sleep for an agreed amount of time.
In brief, the passive nodes can access the channel by placing a request during the CR
phase of a particular time slot. Then the owner of that slot transmits a message in the
TC phase to notify the collected information on local topology and routing, time slots
occupation, and the potential receiver. Therefore, the transmission can be launched either
by the requested passive nodes or the owner of that time slot and the owner can suppress
the requested transmission from passive nodes for its own benefit or let the multiple re
quests contend for the channel utilization. The real data transmission happens during the
data section. LAMC further simplified the process by partitioning a transmission time
slot into two parts instead of three applied in EMACs, in which for each slot, it consists
of a control message and a data unit. The information broadcasted in the control section
includes a collected occupied time slot information. Once the newly joined node listens
for a complete frame of all controls message, it can find out all the unassigned time slots
and randomly select and claim one of them. Unlike EMACs, every nodes in LMAC will
be assigned a unique time slot, thus it may introduce longer frame size. Also, collision
in slot selection does occur sometime, and it can be solved by notification by neighbors
and random back-off for re-selection. Another feature of LMAC is that the receiver does
not acknowledge the correct reception of the data and leave the reliability issues to the
upper layer protocols. The drawbacks of these protocols lie in the following. First, every
node must listen to the control sections of all slots in a frame resulting in the unnecessary
energy wastes. Secondly, in LMAC, each node has been assigned a unique time slot,
which may introduce an extremely long latency in such a high-density sensor networks.
The channel utilization is also very poor.
• General Rule Based Scheduling

In this category, there is no need for any centralized scheduling or distributed, negotiated
based scheduling algorithm. The method to allocate the transmission slots to sensor nodes
is based on some general rules. In [39, 40], Kulkarni et. al. presented a self-stabilizing
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TDMA mechanism, in which a fixed schedule was used throughout the network lifetime.
The partition rules which is used for scheduling can be described as follows. The protocol
assumes a rectangular or hexagonal grids and two range, communication range and inter
ference ranges. The left-top position in the grid can be taken as the initialization point.
Suppose the communication range is 1 and interference range is y. Since the initialization
point is the left-top grid point, a node can only receives a message either from the west
neighbor or from north neighbor, the allocating rule is that if the message is from the west
neighbor, the assigned slot should be the previous slot decreased by one; If the message
is from the north neighbor, the assigned slot should be the previous slot decreased by
(y + 1). Through this way, all the neighbors within a node's interference range can be
ensured with the uniquely assigned transmission time slots. In [40], the author further
made some improvements such that the protocol would be adaptive to other communica
tion patterns like coveragecast and local gossip by increasing the interval between slots
assigned to a sensor and length of slots during each access. They show that such static
schedules can result in acceptable performance for typical communication patterns, but
their constraints on the location of the nodes renders it impractical in many deployment
scenarios.
• Other Approaches

Beside the above mentioned protocols, there also exist some other interesting solutions.
ER-MAC [54] is a TOMA-based approach aiming at balancing the energy consumption
and thus increasing the network lifetime. The applied evaluation rule is based on the
node's energy criticality. A distributed algorithm is used to find sets of winner or loser,
who are then assigned appropriate slots in the TDMA-based MAC protocol. However, the
authors assume that each node has been pre-assign two time slots and leave out the portion
of how to allocate the transmission time slots among sensor nodes, which, in our view, is
actually extremely important for TDMA-based MAC design. Liu et. al. [45] proposed a
CDMA sensor MAC denoted as CSMAC protocol which reduces the channel interference
and consequently message latency by combining the DS-CDMA and frequency diversity
techniques. This protocol assumes the location awareness of each sensor node, therefore,
network redundancy can be reduced by turning off the redundant nodes and selecting
minimum neighbors. However, during their simulations and analysis, the extent of energy
expenditure introduced by coding and decoding electronics employed in CDMA has not
been investigated.

2.3.3 Contention-Based Energy Saving
The most appealing feature of contention-based MAC protocols is that the shared channel is
allocated on-demand and in a distributed way. A contention scheme needs to be employed to
decide at a specific time which node can access the channel. The type of protocols have some
benefits over the scheduling based protocols. First, they are scalable and easily adaptive to the
change of topologies. Secondly, these types of protocols do not assume any infrastructure to
organize the network, they are more flexible for supporting upper layer protocols. Finally, they
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do not acquire the strict time synchronization like that of scheduling based protocols. However,
these protocols are not inherently energy efficient. First, each node has to listen to the channel
all the time since it has no knowledge of the exact time of data transmission. Second, collisions
do happened no matter what scheme we apply which causes re-transmission and energy waste.
Finally, the widely used collision avoidance scheme like RTS-CTS message exchange intro
duces the communication overhead. So far, several protocols [66, 22] have been proposed to
solve the above mentioned problems. Since sensor network are generally assumed as low data
communication networks, the key idea for these protocols is to let sensor nodes operate under
the periodically active and sleep mode.
Proposed Solutions
• S-MAC

S-MAC [66] is a decentralized strategy, by letting each node coordinate with their local
neighbors, a periodic listen and sleep schedule can be derived. With this schedule, sensor
node can turn off the radio when they are not the intended transmitter or receiver at a par
ticular time, thus saving energy by avoiding idle listening and overhearing. S-MAC starts
with fixed on-sleep duty cycle, attempts to reduce the energy wastage by making sensor
node periodically listen and sleep. It uses RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK message exchange for
collision avoidance. However, with the fixed on/sleep duty cycle scheme, the network
performance can be degraded in case of bursty traffic. In addition, the existed multiple
on/sleep schedules on edge nodes could result in unbalanced energy consumption and
thus lose communication coverage. To solve this problem, Li et. al. [43] developed
a global schedule algorithm (GSA) and fast path algorithm (FPA) to contr<;>l and exploit
the presence of multiple schedules and thus reduce energy consumption and latency. GSA
tries to make a large network converge to a single global schedule, and FPA provides fast
data forwarding paths by adding additional wake-up periods on the nodes along paths
thus reducing the multi-hop data transmission latency.
• T-MAC

T-MAC [22] is another contention-based low duty cycle MAC protocol. It demonstrates
similar behaviors to S-MAC with the exception an adaptive active/sleep duty cycle to han
dle the load variations in time and locations. The key idea is to let the node dynamically
end the active part when there is no traffic in the channel for a certain pre-determined time.
However, the early sleeping problem can be introduced and the authors propose several
solutions, including future-RTS (FRTS). Their algorithms reduce the latency incurred by
a scheduled MAC, but approaches such as FRTS are limited to the 3-hop neighborhood
of the originator. The illustration of S-MAC and T-MAC can be found in Fig. 2.6. Ac
cording to the figure, S-MAC always keep the same active-sleep schedule. While for
T-MAC, if the node cannot detect any signal from the channel for a certain time which
is represented by TA in the graph, the node will automatically turn off its radio until the
next On cycle. The early sleeping problem happens, as observed in the third active cycle,
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Figure 2.6: Duty-cycle of S-MAC and T-MAC; the blue rectangular represents the transmitted
or received packets and TA denotes the activity time-out period

when transmission starts just after the time-out and still within the active period. As we
mentioned above, this problem can be solved by FRTS message exchange.
• Other Approaches

Woo and Culler [64] proposed a CSMA-based MAC protocol, designed especially to
support the periodic and highly correlated traffic of some sensor network applications.
They proposed an adaptive transmission rate control (ARC) scheme, whose main goal is
to achieve media access fairness by balancing the rates of originating and route-through
traffic. Because it is CSMA-based, this approach may suffer from control overheads
and hidden terminal problems. Instead of using a time-varying contention window from
which a node randomly picks up a transmission slot, Sift [35] uses a fixed-size contention
window with a carefully-chosen pseudo random number generation strategy, which is
based on a near optimal non-uniform probability distribution to reduce the collision.

2.3.4 Polling and Preamble Sampling Mechanisms
As indicated in [56], the goal of preamble sampling techniques is to let the receiver sleep most of
the time when the channel is idle. It consists of transmitting a preamble of certain transmission
length (Tp ) in front of each packet. A receiver wakes up periodically every Tp seconds and
checks for activity on the channel. If the channel is found idle, the receiver goes back to sleep.
If a preamble is detected, the receiver stays on and continues to listen until the packet is received.
Proposed solutions
• WiseMAC and B-MAC

There is another type of low duty cycle MAC protocols using the preamble sampling
techniques to alleviate the energy cost during idle listening. Receivers periodically wake
up for a very short duration and sample the medium for activities. With the knowledge of
each neighbor's independent sampling schedule information, WiseMAC [31] can further
reduce the wakeup preamble and energy cost. WiseMAC saves energy from eliminat
ing synchronization for different schedules, but since nodes are not coordinated, a sleep
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delay is introduced at each hop which could be as large as the duration of a sampling
period. B-MAC [52] is a similar work using this technique of preamble sampling. The
main contribution of B-MAC is to provide an interface for reconfiguring the MAC layer
parameters to meet the application's new and dynamically changing demand.
• The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard

The IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee [33] network includes a central coordinator, called the access
point, assuming it is connected to the fixed network and supplied with an unconstrained
amount of energy. A power save scheme has been specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
to save energy at the cost of a larger delay. The access point buffers incoming traffic ad
dressed to sensor nodes. A beacon is periodically transmitted with period. This standard
is preferred in the WSN industry, however, the single-hop requirement and the needs for
many access points or Full Function Device (FFD) make them less attractive in random
deployment applications.

2.3.5

Other Mechanisms

The PicoRado [27] design uses a separate low-power radio to wakeup the neighbor when the
data needs to be sent. The main radio which is actually used for data transmission is always
turned off if the node is not the intended transmitter or receiver. The applied CDMA scheme
will increase both hardware complexity and total energy expenditure, which have not been
considered by the authors. STEM [59] is another two-radio architecture. More energy saving
is achieved by letting the wakeup radio periodically listen using a low duty cycle. Miller et.al.
[48] make further improvement on energy saving by periodically listening the primary channel
and buffering packets.

2.3.6 Design Guidelines for Energy-Efficient MAC Design
Based on the above discussion on the energy efficient sensor network MAC design, some gen
eral guidelines can be used as the direction for energy saving, which is described as follows.
• Collision should be avoided whenever is possible since the following retransmission may
lead to extra energy consumption and possible unbounded delays.
• The potential MAC design needs to be simple with the possible minimal communica
tion overhead. When the packet size is very small, the long overhead of complex MAC
protocols may dominate on energy consumption which is noi desirable.
• Reduce the information and network redundancy. By reducing the unnecessary data trans
mission, energy can be saved, meanwhile traffic load and transmission delay can also be
reduced.
• Turn off the transmitter when possible. Sensor networks are assumed to be low traffic rate
networks. Most of the time has been wasted by idle listening or overhearing thus arising
the need to periodically put the sensor into sleep mode in order to save energy.
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• Be scalable and adaptive to the network dynamics. Normally the change of network
topology can consume a lot of energy. If the proposed MAC is inherently adaptive to the
node failure, traffic change, or even mobility of sensor node, it can avoid unnecessary
overhead.
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Chapter 3

Quality of Services (QoS) in WSN
Quality of Service (QoS) is an overloaded term with various meanings and perspectives. There
is little consensus on the precise definition of QoS. My focus here is to study the QoS for
networking services, especially for wireless sensor networks, therefore, it can be viewed from
two aspects, the capacity of network services and the requirements of specified applications.
In other words, from the application point of view, the sensing delay, sensing accuracy, or
the decision accuracy are the top concerns, while from the networking point of view, network
connectivity, throughput, reliable and low latency data transmission may be critical. Thus, QoS
control is usually located between the application layer and the physical layer acting as the tuner
to control and tune the network parameters to satisfy the requirements from given applications.
This model is shown in Fig. 3 .1. The traditional QoS research in multimedia networks provide
QoS services to applications in terms of ensured end-to-end rates and latencies. The widely
used parameters to evaluate the quality of network service include: latency which identifies
the delay of packets traveling across the network; jitter which represents actual delay deviating
from the average; reliability which refers to missing packets or the corrupted packets resulting
in incorrect packet transmission; and throughput. However, several questions arise when we
talk about QoS in sensor networks. "Do we really need to provide QoS for Wireless Sensor
Networks?", "What kind of QoS does a sensor network require?", and "If QoS is needed for
WSN, how can we provide it in such low bandwidth and resource constrained networks?". The
discussion of the following section are related to these questions.

3.1

Necessity of QoS in WSN

Numerous applications of sensor networks have been identified in diverse fields including in
dustry, defense, national security, and space. These applications are generally critical and time
sensitive, such as fire monitoring, warehouse management, and battle field surveillance and
reconnaissance. The loss or delayed data transmission may produce serious consequence like
outliers in decision making and misleading information. Thus, in order to satisfy such ap
plication requirement, the data transmission in sensor network needs to be reliable, robust and
timely, which actually triggers the need for QoS supports. Intuitively, these requirements can be
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Figure 3.1: The general QoS model for sensor networks

achieved through high-speed, high-quality communication channel. However, since these net
works are characterized by the nodes with little computing power, small memory, and limited
energy reserves, meanwhile the communication channel is low-rate and error-prone. In such
resource constrained environment, providing QoS for proper allocation of resources is critical
to meet the demands of the application.
In addition, a sensor node may be equipped with different types of sensors like temperature,
acoustic, seismic, or even imaging sensors. For a given application, these sensing modalities
may have different contributions, thus it is reasonable to assign different network services when
collecting these sensing information. Due to the high density deployment of sensor nodes, the
redundancy in sensor networks is very high and through in-network processing (data compres
sion, processing and fusion), these raw measurement may be aggregated and condensed to form
a decision. Consequently, it is extremely important to provide high priority network services for
those formed decisions since they are the top concern from the application point of view. There
fore, the existence of different importance level data packets poses the clear need for support
of certain service differentiation. In other words, we expect these networks to prioritize data
packets and provide different services in accordance with different application specification. In
summary, the Quality of Service (QoS) provision is an important consideration and a holis
tic approach to the design, analysis and management of sensor network systems comprising a
number of interconnected sensor nodes is necessary in order to efficiently achieve predictable
and robust end-to-end performance to meet the stringent requirements of end users and specific
applications.

3.2

QoS Metrics for Wireless Sensor Networks

Unlike transitional multimedia networks, the guaranteed end-to-end QoS provision for WSN
is extremely difficult or even unrealistic due to the low-capacity, error-prone and time-varying
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wireless channel, the network dynamics and the ad hoc nature. As a result, applications, on one
hand, must adapt to time-varying QoS parameters offered by the network; on the other hand, the
link and network layers need to provide the best effort QoS support. Meanwhile, QoS should
be adaptive to the channel condition, network topology and reconfiguration of the applications.
A negotiation is also needed for QoS such that the high priority application data can obtain
better QoS by sacrificing the QoS of less important data, like aggregated and normal sensing
data. In order to provide best quality of service according to the requirement of applications, we
first need to identify what the quality of service is and how to evaluate the quality of services.
The traditionally used metrics, according to [60] are Fidelity, Loss, Corruption, Security, Delay,
Jitter, Synchronization, Set-up time, and Tear-down time, which can be classified into quality
and timing categories. Many of these metrics are not applicable for wireless sensor networks,
therefore, according to the simple QoS model seen in Fig. 3.1 and considering the characteris
tics, we present two sets of important QoS metrics from the application and network points of
view [13].
From the application perspective, the quality of service is mainly referred as the quality
achieved for the purpose of special task. And the corresponding metrics can be classified as
follows.
• Cost. From the user point of view, the most important concern is the cost estimation to
deploy a sensor network for a particular application. This metric can actually be used to
decide the total number of sensor nodes deployed into the field.
• Sensing Time. For a particular application, the user usually has the expectation on how
long it takes for the sensor nodes to sense or monitor the field. This parameter is decided
by the conducted applications.
• Sensing or Detection Accuracy. It represents the extent of accuracy reported by sensor
networks compared with the ground truth.
• Sensing Latency. It measures the delay from the time when the event happens to the time
when the sensing or detection reach the control center.
Related to the application QoS expectations, the internal network metrics can be described
as follows.
• Energy Efficiency. Conserving energy is an extremely important goal in the design of
protocols for WSNs. Thus energy efficiency can be taken as the fundamental QoS metric
which may have great influence on other metrics. Generally speaking, it can be measured
by the average energy consumption of transmitted message unit.
• Coverage. Coverage is another important metric and within the context of sensor net
works, it mainly includes sensing coverage and communication coverage. Once the cov
erage has been lost, it may have some isolated area that cannot be sensed or communicate.
It may greatly degrade the network performance and may miss some important informa
tion.
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• Density. Density can be used to measure the network redundancy and sensing redundancy.
As the general rule, the more data collected, the more accurate the decision. However,
it also leads to more power and bandwidth consumption and possibly introduces longer
delay.
• longevity. We use longevity to represent network life time, which is a confusing term in
wireless sensor networks. So far, there exists several different definitions. It can be mea
sured by the time when the first node depletes its power, or by the time certain amount
of sensor nodes are dead, or by the time the sensor network loses its sensing or commu
nication coverage, or even by the time all the sensor nodes are dead. This metric is used
to identify how balance the energy is consumed by each sensor node, therefore, it is clear
that the more balanced the energy has been used among all the sensor nodes, the longer
the system can survive.
• Transmission Accuracy. Transmission accuracy may be affected by several factors, such
as channel bit-error-rate (BER), collision, or node failure.
• Latency. In many cases, the information collected from the sensing field is time critical,
which should be delivered in a timely manner. We use the metric latency to measure the
average message transmission delay.
Although all the metrics are important to reflect the QoS provision, it is impossible to
achieve all of these objectives at the same time since some of the metrics conflict with each
other. How to select suitable QoS metrics highly depends on the imposed applications. Often,
the network may offer the application several performance curves that identify different quality
of service, e.g. some approximate rate-delay trade-off curve derived from the capabilities of
MAC protocols. Given these kinds of curves, the application layer then can decide the opera
tion point on that curve to achieve optimal results. Energy constraints also introduce another
set of trade-offs related to network performance versus longevity. These trade-off curves will
typically be multidimensional to incorporate rate, latency, transmission accuracy, longevity, and
so on.

3.3

QoS Provision and Realization

In order to provide QoS, there generally exist two models: Integrated Services (IntServ) model
[20], the flow-based reservation, and the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) model [19], the
class-based differentiation. The IntServ model gives special treatment to packets from a given
flow. Here the flow mainly refers to the stream of packets with the same source address, destina
tion address and port number. Each router is required to maintain the state information on each
flow and the router can determine which flow can obtain what services based on the available
capacity. The most challenging issue with this model is the scalability problem since it may
include too many flows within a network. Instead of maintaining individual flows on all the
routers, in the DiffServ model, the flows are aggregated into an aggregate flow according to the
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Figure 3.2: Architecture for QoS service provision [21]

identified service classes. Packets are marked as belonging to a particular service and routers
in path will determine the service based on these class information. In general, the DiffServ
model provides service on a per-aggregate basis whereas the lntServ provides service on a per
flow basis. These two models are proposed for traditional wired network, in which the channel
quality can be assumed to be perfect. Once the packet is transmitted, it will successfully reach
the next hop. In addition, energy is not a big concern either, which has posed extra challenges
for service provision in wireless sensor networks. As indicated in [18], the concept of flow has
two interpretations. One can be data-centric treating each type of sensing data as a unique flow,
the other can be host-centric treating the streams of packets flowing from the a source to the sink
node as unique flow. In order to make it realistic for sensor networks, the total number of flows
should be limited, therefore, the host-centric interpretation might be infeasible. The IntServ
model might be possible when the number of sensor types is small, and the successful exam
ple can be referred to as the Directed Diffusion [34]. The DiffServ model holds great promise
for supporting QoS in sensor networks. The key idea is to let each sensor node differentiate
the service provision into several levels with different priorities for services. Each incoming
packet needs to be classified into one of the categories based on its importance level to obtain
the corresponding services. The Q-MAC protocol developed in this thesis is also based on this
model.
QoS provision and realization can be achieved through the admission control and resource
reservation [21]. The typical implementation system is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. It includes an
application profile, which is mapped to the service model by using different forms of traffic
specifications. The service model describes a set of offered services by the network, such as
guaranteed service, best efforts service, and so on. To achieve appropriate QoS for different
service classes, a network should use different strategies to allocate its networking resources
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to different classes according to their profile. The applied schemes are called the admission
control and the resource reservation. Furthermore, since the transmission in sensor networks
is generally multi-hop, the network resource allocation scheme should be partitioned globally.
In addition, since wireless network is a highly dynamic system, to maintain a specified QoS
level, a wireless system has to adapt to varying conditions when the wireless link fluctuates or
degrades. By using the rate adaptive features, the resource allocation scheme can be adaptive to
the network conditions.
As we indicated before, the end-to-end QoS guarantee is extremely difficult to achieve and it
generally involves complex global scheduling for resources allocation, which might present big
challenge in the context of high density network topology. The introduction of image and video
sensors has also posed the need for certain end-to-end assurance. The transmission of image and
video data requires the optimal use of energy, bandwidth, and the number of transmission nodes.
In this case, scheduling based MAC protocols are preferred and the IntServ model is needed.
For most of applications in WSN, there is no need to provide the end-to-end service guarantee.
Instead of trying to bound the delays, the feasible way is to provide best-effort services. As for
the MAC strategy, the contention-based mechanism can be applied.
Once obtaining the QoS requirement for specific applications, the following step is to con
trol or tune the sensor networks to match such requirement. In other words, the network re
source needs to be allocated properly. Based on the different lower layer design strategy, it
can have several different implementation methods, which is shown in Fig. 3.3. In scheduling
based MAC scheme, the services differentiation can be realized by allocating the channel based
on time, frequency, or code domain, as observed in Fig. 3.3(a). The actually assigned service
rate can be determined by the priority levels of given packets. The problems associated with
these schemes are mainly caused by the network dynamics and high density topology. And
as a result, the limited resource capacity may not satisfy the needs of all the nodes. There
exist two schemes for contention-based random medium access. The first scheme, motivated
by [26], in which services with higher priority level have a higher access probability, and can
assign different contention windows to different services, in accordance to the priority level.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b), the higher priority level packet (e.g. priority 1) are as
signed a smaller contention window size which is frac1N for packets with a priority level of
N. Thus, the change to access the channel_ of priority 1 level packet is N times greater than
the priority N level packets since the less the access contention time, the higher probability to
access the channel. However, in this case, we cannot guarantee that the higher priority packet
can always access the channel over the lower priority packets, whereas, this can be ensured in
the Fig. 3.3(c). In this scheme, each priority level packer can be assigned a contention win
dow in a certain range and between these ranges there are no overlaps. However, this scheme
will introduce longer latency for low priority packets but we think it is worthwhile in sensor
networks considering the existence of high redundancy data. Meanwhile, for these contention
based schemes, collision is possible between services with the same priority level. As opposed
to the contention MAC protocols, realization of the priority in the arbitration protocols is a lot
easier. An example is shown in 3.3(c), where the control center can poll the traffic from the
sensor nodes and assign corresponding transmission time slot. Since the higher priority class
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Figure 3.3: QoS realization schemes (a) Scheduling based scheme in which the channel band
width (time, code, or frequency) is reserved based on different requirements of flows. (b) Con
tention based scheme with priority support in which higher priority packets select smaller con
tention time while lower packet pick up larger contention time. (c) Contention based scheme
with priority support where different priority level packets choose the contention time from dif
ferent region. (d) Reservation based scheme where channel can be reserved based on the packet
priority
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can be polled more frequently than the lower priority traffic class, services differentiation can
be achieved.

3.4

Case Study on Service Differentiation for Q-MAC

Differentiating network services for different packets is the key issue to QoS protocol design.
In Q-MAC, two QoS metrics are defined for the purpose of intra-node and inter-node packet
scheduling from the perspectives of application layer abstraction, MAC layer abstraction, and
the information on available system resources of sensor nodes including the residual energy
and the queue's proportional load. In brief, the metric for intra-node packet scheduling is deter
mined by the application layer and MAC layer abstraction, and the metric for inter-node packet
scheduling is derived from all three factors mentioned above. In this section, we explain the
rationale of these metrics.

3.4.1

The Metric for Intro-node Packet Scheduling

The traffic for each sensor node involves both relayed and self-generated packets. To be stored
into the corresponding queue with specified priority level, these packets need to be classified
based on the factors derived from the application and MAC layer abstraction.
• Application Layer Abstraction. From the viewpoint of the application layer, we classify
the packets according to their content importance. On one hand, a sensor node may
host several different sensing modalities which capture data from different perspectives.
According to the specific application, the sensor readout of different types of sensors may
play a different role in information provisioning and decision making, and consequently
possess different importance levels. On the other hand, different types of applications
also imply different degrees of content importance. For example, applications like data
compression, aggregation, and fusion are widely used in WSNs, whose aggregated data or
decision are extremely important and thus have precedence over data collected from, for
example, network maintenance applications and environment monitoring applications.
In order to reflect the different importance levels of different applications, in Q-MAC,
we attach five extra bits of information to every message generated. We use two bits to
identify the different types of applications and three bits for different types of sensing
data. In practice, the selection of number of bits can be justified according to specific
network constructions.
• MAC Layer Abstraction. The packets within a sensor node consist of both self-produced
and relayed packets. Meanwhile, the number of transmitted hops can also be different
among the relayed packets. Thus, the key problems are to provide fair, efficient network
service between self-generated and relayed packets and among the relayed packets with
different transmitted hops. In general, packets that have gone through more hops have a
higher priority than those that have gone through less. As a result, for the current imple
mentation of Q-MAC, we consider the originating packets as the 1-hop packet and, for
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other relayed packets, their hop number is calculated by increasing the actual transmitted
hops by one. After normalized by the maximal permitted hops, the factor of MAC layer
abstraction can be determined.
Once we derive these two factors from both application abstraction and MAC abstraction,
we can classify each packet through simple normalization and thresholding and store it into the
corresponding queue.

3.4.2

The Metric for Inter-node Packet Scheduling

After selecting the next transmitted packet, the inter-node packet scheduling is launched to
determine which node can access the channel. The metric used for this purpose relies not only
on the intra-node scheduling metric but also the information of the available resources of the
sensor nodes. In sensor networks, the energy consumption of all sensor nodes are expected to
be balanced in order to minimize the probability of losing communication coverage and thus to
maximize the network lifetime. Thus, if all other conditions are the same, the nodes with higher
residual energy will surely have precedence over others to access the channel. In addition, the
queues' proportional load is also an very important factor which may affect the service provision
among neighboring nodes. If the queuing system of a sensor node is highly occupied, it raises
the need for more network services to avoid the potential overflow of the queue system and the
large latency imposed by the traffic congestion.
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Chapter 4

The Q-MAC Protocol
Q-MAC takes energy efficiency and QoS provisioning as the two key issues for wireless sen
sor network MAC protocol design. It consists of two levels of scheduling tasks, the intra-node
scheduling and the inter-node scheduling. The intra-node scheduling scheme adopts a multi
queue based queuing architecture to classify data packets according to their application and
MAC layer abstraction. The MAX-MINfairness algorithm and the packetized GPS algorithm
are used to determine the next packet to be served from the multi-queue mechanism within each
node. The inter-node scheduling employs the power conservation MACAW protocol and the
loosely prioritized random access protocol for multiple access of the channel among neighbor
ing sensor nodes. The following subsections describe the Q-MAC protocol in detail.

4.1

The Queuing Architecture

In Q-MAC, multiple first-in-first-out (FIFO) queuing systems are employed as illustrated in
Fig. 4.1. The use of multiple queues results in improved performance, with respect to a single
FIFO system, by avoiding the complexity of in-queue searching algorithms. When a packet is
received, it is classified based on its criticality and then stored into the appropriate queue. It is
obvious that the number of queues will determine the number of network service levels offered.
However, how to choose a proper number of queues and how to establish the size of each queue
remain challenging tasks and, in many cases, translate to trade-offs between node resources and
the expected QoS provisioning.
In Q-MAC, we assign five queues to each of the sensor nodes. One of the queues is regarded
as an instant queue, or deterministic queue, meaning that if any packet are stored in this queue
they will be instantly served. A justification for such a queue lies in the fact that we want
to leave a trapdoor for centralized network management traffic (e.g. network synchronization,
reorganization, or even reconfiguration) and to offer extremely urgent traffic a path for rapid
service. For all other queues, we simply use the MAX-MIN fairness algorithm[l6] and the
packetized GPS algorithm[50] to determine the next serviced packet for each of the sensor
nodes.
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Calculate the rate of each queue using the MAX-MIN fairness algorithm with weights;
if at the starting time ofa newframe then
if the size ofinstant queue > 0 then
next packet = the first packet in the instant queue;
else
Calculate F of the first packet in each queue except the instant queue using PGPS;
I next packet pis the packet with smallest F ;
p
end
end
if new packet received or generated then
Quantize the criticality and classify into a particular queue;
if the size < bounded size ofthe specified queue then
I store the packet at the end of queue;
else
drop the packet;
end
end

I

I

Algorithm l: The intra-node scheduling in Q-MAC.

4.2 Intra-Node Scheduling
4.2.1

MAX-MIN Fairness Mechanism

Each queue within a sensor node is dynamically assigned a weight for resolving network ser
vice contention. To fairly allocate network services to each flow, the classical MAX-MIN fair
allocation algorithm is employed. A rate allocation is said to be MAX-MIN fair if one cannot
increase a rate of one flow without decreasing an already smaller rate. Therefore, the flow with
the smallest rate request will always be satisfied if this rate is less than the total available rate
divided by the number of flows.

4.2.2 Packetized Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS)
With the rates obtained from MAX-MIN Fairness Mechanism, the PGPS is used to select the
next transmitting packet. The idea is to define Fp as the time at which a packet would complete
service under GPS. Then, a good approximation of GPS can be achieved by serving packets
with the earliest Fp first. It has been shown that the latter scheme results in bounded packet
delay, as would be required for strict QoS support. The complete intra-node packet scheduling
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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4.3

Inter-Node Scheduling

4.3.1

Power Conservation MACAW (PC-MACAW)

The MAC layer is responsible for coordinating and scheduling data transmissions among mul
tiple nodes sharing the same channel. In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes use radio
frequency (RF) to communicate with each other. The communication range of a sensor node is
predominantly determined by transmission power and fading effects in different environments.
Two nodes are said to be neighbors if and only if they are within each other's communication
range. Due to the nature of radio waves, within a particular communication range, only one
data transmission can be carried out at any given time without collisions occurring. In consid
eration of the high cost of retransmission, inspired by MACAW (17], we introduce the Power
Conservation MACAW protocol as means of scheduling data transmissions in wireless sensor
networks.
The basic idea of MACAW is to employ an RTS-C TS-DATA-ACK message exchange for
mat for each packet. Such a protocol structure is known for solving the hidden terminal and
exposure problems and greatly reducing the occurrence of collisions. However, since energy
efficiency is a fundamental requirement for wireless sensor network protocol design, in order to
make this protocol power efficient, some modifications to the MACAW scheme are required. It
has been shown that communication is the dominating factor in energy consumption. Moreover,
idle listening, collision, communication overhead and overhearing contribute most to energy
wastage. Hence, our task here is to develop a simple and distributed protocol which minimizes
collision and idle listening.
Before we describe the power conservation MACAW in detail, let us study another MAC
layer protocol, popularly cited in the world of energy-efficient MAC protocol design, the S
MAC protocol. In general, the S-MAC [66] protocol is built on top of the MACAW protocol. It
achieves energy efficiency by letting sensor nodes periodically turn off their transceivers. How
ever, it has several limitations. First, synchronizing the sleep/active schedule involves signifi
cant communication overhead. Second, the same duty-cycle of sleep/active may have different
sleep/active schedules due to a different starting time. Third, we notice that since it is possible
for different communication cells to apply different sleep/active schedules and for edge nodes
to stay active when either communication cell stays active, the edge nodes normally consume
more energy than normal nodes, resulting in potential loss of network coverage. In addition,
there typically exist two traffic patterns in wireless sensor networks, periodically generated traf
fic and bursty traffic. For the bursty traffic pattern, S-MAC will perform poorly and introduce
substantial latency along with a high probability packet loss.
Inspired by the MACAW and S-MAC protocols, we present the Power Conservation MACAW
protocol (PC-MACAW) to address the key problems mentioned above. In PC-MACAW, we re
define the term "frame" to represent one RTS-C TS-DATA-ACK message exchange. The start
ing time of the first frame can be initiated by a sensor sink through network-wide broadcasting.
A frame space (FS) exists between any two consecutive frames. Each frame consists of two
parts, the contention period (CP) and the packet transmission period (TP). A short space (SS)
is introduced between the contention period and the transmission period. During the contention
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Figure 4.2: The frame structure of a sensor node

period, a node needs to send out RTS and wait for CTS to access the channel. After successfully
accessing the channel, the source node can start transmitting a data packet within the designated
packet transmission period. Noticing that ACK is used to acknowledge successful data packet
transmissions. Here, we use time slots as the minimal interval to partition the time axis of each
sensor node. Time slots (TS) are in the order of microsecond. The frame structure is shown
in Fig. 4.2. Since each node contends for the channel at an identical starting time, framing
yields, ensures the fairness of data transmission among neighboring nodes. Such fairness forms
the foundation of the proposed Loosely Prioritized Random Access protocols, in which we use
contention time of each node to regulate the order by which nodes access the channel. Another
byproduct of framing, is that it assists potential receiver nodes to hear RTS/CTS correspon
dences. Meanwhile, the high priority nodes continuously contend for channel, which in turn
increases the probability of a successful data transmission during a frame interval. Finally, this
mechanism is simple to implement and has a good scalability attributes, the key for large scale
wireless sensor networks.
Since each node can hear RTS/CTS messages originating from its neighboring nodes, it
knows which node is a sender and which a receiver during any given frames. Therefore, to
reduce the energy cost of idle listening and overhearing, it can turn off its radio when it is
neither the sender nor the receiver.

4.3.2

Loosely Prioritized Random Access (LPRA)

As indicated above, different types of sensors may have different importance in accordance
with a particular application. Existing data compression and fusion techniques will further
increase this variability. As a result, sensor nodes may have different service requirements.
Here, we present a Loosely Prioritized Random Access (LPRA) protocol, which coordinates
data communication between sensor nodes by reflecting on the urgency of the packets waiting
to be transmitted.
Let µ denote the transmission urgency of a node that contains packets waiting to be sent.
Correspondingly, four key factors directly impact the urgency metrics: packet criticality, trans
mission hops, the residual energy, and the queues proportional load. Packet criticality reflects
the importance of the packet from the perspective of application layer. Transmission hops iden
tifies how many hops a packet has been transmitted. The more hops, the higher the cost involved
for retransmission. In addition, it makes sense that the packet with more hops has a higher ur38

gency to be transmitted than the packet with less hops. The residual energy is another important
factor. Since sensor networks have high data redundancy, by allowing the node with higher
energy to transmit packets first, it helps balance energy consumption within the entire network.
To avoid queue overflow, the queues' proportional load should be considered as well. Suppose
each node maintains n queues, each of which is associated with a dynamic service weight. Let
Wi denote the service weight of the ith queue, Qi denote its maximal load, Q c(i) denote the
instant load, and A represent the proportional load. Then A can be defined in Eq. 4.1 based on
the overall occupancy of all the queues and the occupancy of the most occupied queue. Here ½
is used as a normalizing factor. If the proportional load is high, the node is expected to trans
mit packets with high urgency even at the expense of dropping lower-priority packets, in cases
where the queues are overflowed.
A=

1

2

x

(E?=t WiQc(i) +
E?=t WiQ(i)

Q c (k)
maxk=l...n ( Q(k) ))

(4.1)

The urgency of a node can thus be calculated as follows:
I
Ee
· Cc
He
µ= - X (--+A+--+-- )
Cmax Hmax
Emax
4

(4.2)

where Ee , He, and Cc represent the residual energy, the transmitted hops and the criticality
of a packet, respectively. Correspondingly, E max, Hmax, and Cmax refer to the initial energy,
maximum permitted hops, and the maximum criticality level that a packet can have. Noticing
that the criticality of a packet is derived from the application layer and a ¼ normalizing factor
is applied. Once we have established the urgency level of each node, we can quantize it into
several priority levels used to classify the criticality of each sensor node. Given that N priority
levels are supported and that p represents the priority of a sensor node, we write
p = min(l(l - µ) x NJ,N -1)

(4.3)

in order to allow lower priority levels represent higher urgency of a node. The operator LaJ is
to round a down to the biggest integer that is smaller than a. As a result, p ranges from O to
N - l with N priority levels in total.
Once we calculate the priority level for each node, we can use Eq. 4.4 to calculate the
contention time for each node before sending out an RTS control packet. Let t cr represent the
contention time of a node with priority level p and a contention window size of CW for each
priority level,
tcr = p x CW + rand( CW)
(4.4)
where the rand( CW) function is used to generate a random waiting time between 1 and CW.
In this way, we can ensure that the node of high priority level will always access the channel
when competing with the node of low priority level. However, since we partition the con
tention period into N levels and CW becomes relatively small, it will increase the possibility
of collision occurrence when several neighboring nodes of the same priority level competing
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Figure 4.3: The prioritized contention period with each priority level (PL) following the trun
cated, increasing geometric distribution
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Figure 4.4: (a) Probability distribution for the contention slot number (b) Probability of no
collision occurrence
the channel with each other. We first define the probability of collision from
CW-1

Pr(without collision)

= � n x p(i)

CW
(

,

)

�/(j)

n-l

(4.5)

where CW is the contention window size measured in time slots, n is the number of neighboring
nodes, and p( i) is the probability to pick up transmission time at the i th time slot.
Consequently, uniformly random picking up a transmission slot between 1 and CW will
definitely introduce high collision probability. Jamieson et.al. [35] investigate this problem and
propose a near optimal probability mass function which minimizes the random access collision
occurrences using the truncated, increasing geometric distribution,

(1- o)oow
.
(
)
p 'l, = 1 - aCW X Q -i I ar 'l.. = I ' ..., CW'

(4.6)

where O < a < 1 is the distribution parameter. By using simple mathematical induction
method, we can infer that p(i) must be increasing to maximize the probability of no colli
sion happening. This distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. We test the probability of no colli
sion based on the uniform distribution, linear distribution, and near optimal distribution with a
equals to 0. 7, 0.8, 0.9. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the linear distribution can achieve high probability
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when the number of neighboring nodes is less than 10 and the near optimal distribution with
a = 0. 7 performs better when the neighboring nodes is in very large value. Since the involved
calculation for linear distribution is simpler than that for the near optimal distribution, when the
neighboring nodes is less than 20, the linear distribution (which is an arithmetic progression
sequence with initial value of 0 at contention time 0) is an efficient substitute especially when
CW is dynamically changed in the case of collision recovery. Once we select the non-uniform
probability distribution, combined with the pseudo random number generator, we can easily
obtain the contention time.
The LPRA algorithm is described in detail in Algorithm 2.

4.4

Collision Recovery Scheme

Q-MAC is inherently contention based, therefore, collisions may occur from time to time. We
apply two schemes for collision recovery. First, for high-priority packets, we reduce the value
of the current contention window (CW) by half in order to increase the chance for such packets
to access the channel in the next frame. This is done so that minimal degradation of service
is experienced by the extremely urgent packets. A low bound and a high bound are set for the
possible values of CW. The reason for maintaining a CW is that we want to allow for a certain
element of randomness in order to avoid collision. Low priority data packets will probably
originate from periodic readings, therefore we can defer their transmission as it is possible that
other nodes have already transmitted similar sensor measurements. By doubling the CW size
during the next frame, collision rate is reduced. Secondly, according to the characteristics of
the application, we further set a threshold for dropping packets. If the difference between the
sensing time and the current time is beyond this predefined threshold, packets are immediately
dropped.

4.5

Simulation and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance between Q-MAC and S-MAC protocols based on
a self-development java-based wireless sensor network simulator, the SENSIM. Some physical
layer parameters are taken from the Berkeley Mica2 sensor Motes [11] configurations, includ
ing a 4Mhz, 8bit Atmel microprocessor and RFM Chipcom CCIO00 radios running at 19.2
Kbits/second over a single shared channel. The energy consumption calculation in SENSIM
is based on the datasheet [4] from the Chipcom CCl000 radio, i.e., 0.2 µA while powering
off, 7.4 mA while receiving and 10.4 mA while transmitting with 0dBm at frequency 433Mhz.
We implement both the S-MAC protocol and the Q-MAC protocol in SENSIM. To simplify the
simulation process, we pre-determine the routing table for each node. In other words, each node
contains the exact routes to other sensor nodes. More specifically, since all the generated pack
ets are destined to the senor sink. Therefore, in our simulation, each node contains the routing
table destining to the sensor sink. Two scenarios are developed with sensor sink at the center of
the sensing field and the rest of sensor nodes randomly distributed in the field. The topologies
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if at the beginning of a frame then
Select next transmitting packet;
if next transmitting packet is not null then state = contention; else state = non
contention;
Calculate the priority p and the contention time (tcT );
while cu"ent time < the end of transmission period (C P) of this frame do
if (the state is contention) then
Listen to the channel for tcT amount of time;
if no packet received during t cT then
transmit RTS and listen to the channel;
else
if receive RTS from the potential sender then
transmit C TS and wait for data transmission;
if receive RTS or CTS for other nodes then
state = SLEEP; sleep until the end of frame;
if hears collision then recalculate t cT;
end
end
if receive CTSfrom potential receiver then
I state = data-transmission; break;
else
sleep until the end of frame;
end
end
while cu"ent time < the end of frame do
if state = data-transmission then
transmit DATA; state = WAIT-FOR-ACK;
end
if receive ACK then
state = RECEIVE-ACK; transmission succeed; sleep until the end of frame;
end
end
if (state ! = RECEIVE-ACK) && (state ! = SLEEP) then
data collision happened;
end
end

I

I

I

I

I

Algorithm 2: The loosely prioritized random access algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Scenario One: constant rate traffic with packets of the same criticality (b) Sce
nario Two: packets with different criticality, constant rate or bursty traffic
are shown in Fig. 4.5. For these scenarios, we compare the effects of different packet generation
models and the existence of packet criticality on the network latency and energy conswnption.
The first scenario consists of 15 sensor nodes with a maximum of 3 hops from the sensor
sink. The communication range for each node is represented by a circle centered at the sensor
node. In this scenario, we apply the constant rate traffic generation model and take the generated
packets of all nodes with the same criticality, which is by default level 3. The frames and
messages are of equal length at 100 bytes. The variable traffic rate can be achieved by changing
the message inter-arrival time. Similar to S-MAC, the contention period (CP) for Q-MAC is also
115ms and it has been partitioned into six divisions, five equal length CW s, each of which is 15
ms plus a 40 ms period for RTS/CTS control packet exchange. In Q-MAC, different duty cycles
can be achieved by varying the length of Transmission Period (TP). Through network-wide
broadcasting, sensor sink can notify new frame size and the starting time. The purpose of this
experiment is to compare the performance of S-MAC and Q-MAC without specifying criticality
for each generated packet and we expect Q-MAC to have at least comparable performance as
S-MAC. The simulation has been repeated for 10 times. Each time every node generates in
total 100 messages. According to the simulation result shown in Fig. 4.6, Q-MAC and S
MAC achieve similar energy saving but Q-MAC displays lower latency because of the shorter
contention time and synchronization data transmission.
In the second scenario, twenty five nodes are generated to test the event based sensor net
work applications. In this scenario, a sensing event occurs at the location close to node 12
represented by a solid rectangular. We use the distance between the node and the sensing event
as a criteria to emulate the application layer abstraction and create different criticality of gen
erated packets at each node as the closer the node to the event, the more accurate the data. We
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Figure 4.6: Scenario 1 with periodic traffic and no equal criticality (a) Average energy con
sumption vs. Load (b) Average latency vs. Load
observe in Fig. 4.5(b) that four circles are plotted surrounding the event indicating the different
sensitivity levels of the sensor node fall within each circle. For instance, packets generated by
node 12 have the highest criticality, followed by node 20 and node 23 with the second highest
criticality level. Node 15 generates packets with the third highest criticality level and the next is
node 5 and node 21. For the rest of sensor nodes which are out of the sensing range, no packets
have been generated. We evaluate the effect of two different traffic models, the periodically gen
erated traffic and the bursty traffic. First, we let the nodes within the sensing range periodically
generate prioritized traffic based on their distance from the sensing event and then forward the
packets to the sensor sink. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. 7. Generally Q-MAC can
achieve better energy saving compared to S-MAC because of the shorter contention window
size and better collision recovery scheme for RTS/CTS packets. For instance, when operating
at 50% duty cycle, Q-MAC can achieve around 10% more energy saving than S-MAC when the
average load is small. This advantage degrades as the load get heavier. According to the results
of average packet latency, Q-MAC performs as expected and it successfully differentiates net
work services based on packet priorities. The higher priority packets are always accompanied
with lower latency.
The second test is conducted under the same scenario with a bursty traffic generation model.
When a node detects an event, it continuously generates packets with an average bursty rate of
four packets. The different average load can be achieved by adjusting the inter-arrival time of
the packets. The simulation results are similar to that of periodical traffic generation except
it introduces longer delay. However, according to the results shown in Fig. 4.8, the latency
introduced by bursty traffic are mainly limited to the lower priority packets and leave the higher
priority packets with little change.
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Figure 4.7: Scenario 2 with periodic traffic and different packet criticality (a) Average energy
consumption vs. Load (b) Average latency vs. Load
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Chapter 5

The D-MAC Protocol
The fundamental idea of S-MAC and our proposed Q-MAC is to introduce the active-sleep
schedule for every node to avoid unnecessary energy waste, thus achieving efficiency. The
question comes with "Is it really necessary that we need all the node to be active?" We realize
that reducing redundancy is an very efficient way to minimize both energy consumption and
latency within wireless sensor networks. Hence, the Deployment-oriented Medium Access
Control (D-MAC) protocol is proposed aiming at reducing the redundancy and in the meanwhile
minimizing energy consumption, delay and maximizing the network life time.

5.1

Modeling of Sensor Deployment Strategies

We assume that sensor nodes remain static once they are deployed. The network dynamics are
introduced mainly by sensor failure and the later add-in nodes. So far, most of research has
assumed that sensor nodes have been uniformly random deployed into a specified sensing field,
probably by an airplane. We further assumes that this sensing region are two-dimensional and
can be partitioned by some equal size rectangular cells. Actually it is common that the interested
sensing field may have a irregular shape. In this case, the sensing field can still be partitioned
by equal size rectangular cells with small extensions of sensing area. Normally sensor nodes
are deployed for sensing, monitoring or even tracking purposes, the ideal case is that all sensing
events or the sensor field can be 100% measured by the deployed sensor nodes and all the sens
ing information can be 100% transmitted to the sink node. However, according to the random
deployment strategy, we cannot provide such a perfect case. As a result, certain area of sensing
field cannot be sensed or monitored and there may exist a couple of sensor nodes which cannot
find a path to transmit their data to the sink node. These problems are the so-called coverage
problems [47]. Since we cannot guarantee 100% sensing and communication coverage no mat
ter how many nodes are deployed into the field based on the random deployment strategy, the
problem has been transfered to, depending on the total number of deployed sensor nodes, what
percentage of sensing and communication coverage we can achieve, or under certain coverage
expectation degree, how many nodes are needed to be deployed into the field. In the following
sections, we derive some probability model to solve these problems.
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Figure 5.1: Sensing field and the equal size rectangular partition

S.1.1 A Deployment Model with Coverage Constraints
As shown in Fig. 5.1, we partition the sensing field using equal size rectangular cells. Currently
we assume this partition can ensure 100% sensing and communication coverage if there exist
one sensor node within each rectangular cell. Later we will show how to determine the cell
size to achieve this perfect coverage. The deployment strategy is random deployment, in which
each sensor node is uniformly and independently distributed into the sensing field. An typical
example of this deployment is the application of battle field surveillance, in which sensor nodes
are randomly deployed from an airplane into the battlefield. Suppose the width and height of
the field are a and b respectively. The size of the partitioning cell is d. As a result, there are in
total ¥}- cells in the sensing fields.
Based on our assumption, if there is a sensor node in each cell, the sensing and communi
cation coverage can be ensured. Suppose the total number of sensor nodes deployed into the
field is N, the number of cells is m, and the expectation of coverage is p%. Then the problem
can be re-formulated into the problem that given the expectation p%, how to calculate the total
number of N. The probability of at least one node in a particular cell xgiven the total N nodes
deployed can be computed from Eq. 5.1. Notice that for the cell x, the probability of a sensor
node to be deployed in this cell is due to the nature of random deployment.

¾

Prob(at least one node in cell x)

=

L Prob(exact i nodes in cell x)
N

i=l

(5.1)

N

= Ld
i=l

N

X (_!_)i X (1- _!_)(N-i)

m

m

Since this probability of at least one node in the cell xcan be used to represent the prob
ability of coverage in the cell xand the cell xis randomly selected from all the cells used to
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Figure 5.2: Coverage probability and deployed node under a 10 by 10 cell partition

partition the field and for each cell the probability of the coverage is the same, we can derive
the probability of coverage of the whole sensing field, by Eq. 5.2.
Prob(sensor network coverage) =

IT Prob(cell i coverage)
m

i=l

N

= (LdN
i=l

X

{..!:_ ) i
m

{1-

X

..!:_)< N-i))m

(5.2)

m

¥

The equation can be simplified according to the Poisson Theorem. In general, Poisson The
for the probability of an event occurring
orem gives the estimate k!(:� k)tpk qn-k rv e-np
k times inn trails with n � 1 and p « 1, and np::::: 1. Therefore, Eq. 5.2 can be simplified to
Eq. 5.3.

(L e< -Nx m> {Nx.l.)i
., m r
z.
N

Prob(sensor network coverage)=

i= l

1

(5.3)

Hence, once we know the user expectation of sensor network coverage p%, we can use the
above probability model to estimate how many nodes are needed to be deployed. The simplest
way to make this estimation is to draw map illustrating the relationship between the coverage
probability and the number of deployed sensor nodes. By identifying the intersection point in
that map associated with certain coverage probability, we can derive the total number of node.
An example is given using a 10 by 10 cell partition of the sensing field, and the map for coverage
vs. deployed node is shown in Fig. 5 .2.
According to this deployment strategy, if there exists one node in a partition cell, we can
say the sensing and communication coverage for that cell is assured. In order to guarantee
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Figure 5.3: Selection the size of partitioning cell

this feature, we need to carefully select the partition cell size given the value of sensing and
communication range. According to Fig. 5.3, it is obvious that the communication range should
be at least two times of the diagonal length of a cell if any of the nodes in cell p can be assured
to talk to any nodes in cell q. Meanwhile, we expect that one node can sense all the events from
position within that cell it belongs to. Hence the cell size selection actually reflects the trade
off between sensing range and communication range of a single node. Here we assume that
both the sensing and communication of a sensor node are omni-directional. The sensing and
communication range can be determined by calculating the distance that maintains the minimal
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. We propose a solution on how to select the suitable size of the
cell. If the sensing range is twice less than the communication range, we take sensing range
as the reference to calculate the cell size. Otherwise, we take the communication range as the
reference. The reason to make such choice is that we want to ensure the sensing range of a
sensor node can cover the whole cell and the communication range of a sensor node can cover
all the neighboring cells. The method used to calculate the cell size is formulated in Eq. 5.4.
Here, we use d to represent the cell size, s for the sensing range and c for the communication
range.

d

= { �272 x

X S

if S < 2c

c otherwise

(5.4)

5.1.2 A Deployment Model with Coverage and Network Lifetime Constraints
The energy depletion time for single sensor node is very short compared with the user expecta
tion sensor network function time, which is usually granted for one or several years. In order to
match these requirements, there exist two solutions. One is to try to design sensor networks in
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an energy efficient ways. The other is to deploy more sensors. Clearly, providing efficient sens
ing, processing, and communication protocols or algorithms is far from enough, which arises
the need for "swarm" deployment. A large amount ofsensor nodes are distributed into the field.
By introducing sensing and communication redundancy, the expected network lifetime can be
achieved. Given the extremely low price for each sensor node, the promise that this method
holds can be strengthened. However, the more sensors deployed into the field could produce
more sensing traffic, more nodes contending for the channel access, and thus cause more en
ergy consumption. As a result, extra attention needs to be paid on reducing these introduced
sensing and communication redundancy. Furthermore, as indicated in the previous section, we
still needs a mathematical model to deal with such cases. Specifically, we need to find a optimal
sensor deployment strategy to ensure both cost-effective and sensing, communication coverage
under constraints of the network lifetime. For a single node, we can roughly estimate the bat
tery function time under certain sensing sampling rate and communication rate. Thus, with the
requirement of network lifetime, we can estimate the number of sensors within a partition cell
dividing the network lifetime by the single battery function time and production with a factor.
This factor is mainly used to compensate for some extra cost of communication overhead or
sleep-active scheduling. These parameters estimation should be derived from the physical mea
surement on the real sensor node, which is out of the scope of this thesis. Intuitively it makes
senses since the communication cost is the dominant energy consumption source and is propor
tional to the transmitted bits. Therefore, we can use the number ofnodes within one partitioning
cell to reflect the network lifetime constraints. In this case, if every partitioning cell has at east r
nodes, the network lifetime and coverage can be assured. Again, r is derived from experiments.
Similarly, the model can be derived in Eq. 5.5

Prob(coverage with required lifetime)=

IJ Prob(cell i coverage)
m

i=l

N

cn x <�) i x (1 - �/N-i>r
= (L
m
m
.i=r N

(5.5)

Also it can be simplified to Eq. 5.6 based on the Poisson theorem.
Prob(coverage with required lifetime)=

cf:, e(-Nx-:,) (N �I¾;)' )

m

.

i=r

i.

(5.6)

The coverage vs the total number of deployed sensor nodes map is shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.2 D-MAC Protocol
The D-MAC protocol is intensively deployment-oriented MAC protocol, with the design fo
cusing on reducing sensor network redundancy, minimizing energy, maximizing sensing and
communication coverage time and network lifetime. This protocol is based on Q-MAC, with
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Figure 5.4: (a) Coverage under network lifetime constraints (b) Experiment with 2000 nodes
extra considerations on reducing the sensor network redundancy while maintaining sensing and
communication redundancy. For this protocol, a GPS system is assumed to be equipped with
each sensor node and the sensor network deployment is based on the strategy proposed in the
last section with both coverage and network lifetime constraints. D-MAC is mainly composed
of two p_arts: The Location-aware Selection Algorithm (LSA) and the Modified Q-MAC Ran
dom Access (MQRA), which is discussed in details as follows.

5.2.1

Location-aware Selection Algorithm (LSA)

Location-aware Selection Algorithm (LSA) is used to select certain amount of active sensor
nodes within a partition cell based on the expectation of information redundancy the user in
tends to maintain. The criteria for sensor selection is mainly based on the residual energy. For
instance, suppose the degree of the redundancy within one partition cell is 1. In other words,
only one sensor node can be selected at one time that remain active in this cell until its energy
is below a certain threshold. In that case, the selection algorithm will restart and new sensor
node can be selected. Generally the selected node should have the maximal residual energy
compared with all other sensor nodes within that cell. The actual algorithm can be refereed to
Algorithm. 3. According to this algorithm, once the nodes are deployed into the field, it will
launch the selection process which is truly distributed. Firstly, the node randomly picks up
a number between 1 and a predetermined constant, called the Contention Window (CW). For
a single sensor node, it may contain several such constants determined by its residual energy
level. In other words, a node with the highest residual energy level will select a contention time
in a small range, indicating that the pre-loaded constant parameter should be smaller compared
with that of the lower residual energy level. Through this way, the node with higher residual
energy level can access the channel earlier than those with lower energy and thus reducing the
communication overhead. Before sensor networks are deployed, we threshold the energy into
several levels. The initial energy is at the highest level and when sensor nodes run out of power,
it may reach the lowest level. After that, sensor nodes will listen to the channel for a period spec51

Obtain the current residual energy level;
calculate a contention time (tcw )
listen to the channel for tcw ;

l

if recv a select msg from other node in the same cell then
obtain the value for residual energy level Ez;
if Ez > my residual energy level then
turn off the radio; put itself into sleep state;
end

I

I

drop the message and continue to listen the channel;
end
send out a selection message with its residual energy level, identification (id) and location;
listen to the channel for pre-predefined period of time;
if recv selection msg with higher energy then
send out a cfm msg; put itself into sleep state;
else
remain active for a period of time for sensing and data trans;
end

I
I

Algorithm 3: Location-aware Selection Algorithm (LSA)

ified by the selected contention time. If it receives any selection message during the period and
the energy level in that message is higher than its own energy level and the location of message
sender is within the same cell, the sensor node then turns off its radio immediately and changes
into a sleep state until the next selection process. Otherwise, it ignores the received message and
continues listening to the channel. When the contention time is expired and it receives no mes
sages containing high energy level, the node locally broadcasts a selection message with its own
ID, residual energy level and location information and waits for another fixed, per-determined
period of time. All the nodes within the communication range can hear this selection message
and determine whether to turn off the radio and stay in the sleep state. As we indicate above,
since the communication range is larger than the cell size, it is still possible that nodes within
one cell can receive the selection messages from other cells. In this case, those messages are
simply discarded. If the node receive the selection message whose energy level is lower than its
own, it will challenge the potential candidate by sending out a challenging message, in which
it declares itself as the winner. Once the potential candidate receives this challenging message,
it will turn off the radio. Through this way, the node with the highest residual energy level
can always be selected as the active node in one cell. Normally the selection message is very
small and only contain several bytes, therefore, the probability of occurrence of collision is very
small. Even if the selection messages do meet collision, our collision recovery mechanism can
still help the collided nodes to select a random waiting time for back-off and retry the process
later. Notice that this protocol is location aware, which means each sensor node is aware of
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its position in the sensing field, which could introduce more hardware cost (like GPS cost) and
complexity for a single sensor node. We argue that it is still realistic since for many applica
tions like monitoring and tracking, it is very difficult or impossible to carry out tasks without the
positioning systems. Since transmission of the real position information could consume much
more overhead, to solve this problem, the cell ID is used instead. One of the QoS proprieties we
want to achieve is the balanced energy consumption. As a result, after a fixed period of time,
the re-selection process can be launched that provides a chance for other more powerful nodes
to be active. This strategy can be confirmed according to the "relaxation" phenomenon (51], in
which battery can recover the capacity lost at high discharge rate.
5.2.2

Modified Q-MAC Random Access (MQRA)

Generally speaking, D-MAC is built based on the Q-MAC protocol, with similar multiple
queue based architecture, intra-node and inter-node scheduling mechanisms, which we have
detailed in the previous chapter. What makes the D-MAC different is that it further reduces
the redundancy. According to our deployment strategy, in the case of sensing range is similar
to the communication range, since we take communication as the reference to decide the cell
size, it is possible that the neighbors cell will have similar sensing results. Therefore, it may
introduce higher sensing redundancy. In order to avoid this case, we can further modify Q-MAC
protocol by adding a field in the RTS control packet including sensing time and cell ID. So when
neighbor nodes hear this message, if their sensing data is also detected at the close time period,
they can ignore those messages. Through this way, we can further reduce the redundant sensing
information and improve the network efficiency.

5.3

Simulation and Analysis

D-MAC is tested using the SENSIM simulator. In our experimental simulation we have 200
nodes distributed in the sensing field. We partition the sensing field using the deployment
strategy we discussed above and the sensing field is divided into 5 x 5 cubic cell. In this case,
the network coverage is 99% and we don't consider the network lifetime constraints. In this
simulation, we also assume that the sensing range is equal to the communication range which
is 2\1'2 times cell size. The energy consumption is the same as the simulation in the Q-MAC
protocol which is obtained from the datasheet of chipcon cc1000 radio. Since our focus is to
investigate the energy consumption and latency based on the different traffic load, the simulation
is designed mainly for homogeneous traffic in which every generated packet is treated equally.
For the Q-MAC protocol, we simply set the priority for all packets to the priority level 3. In
this simulation, we also assume that sensor sink is located at the center of the sensing field
and sensing events periodically occur within each cell and can be detected by the node within
that cell. In addition, the traffic load is changed through adjusting the inter-happening time
of each sensing event. Specifically, the re-selection time for D-MAC is 1000 s, and we run
the simulation for 10000 s. The size of each time slot in our simulation is set to lms. As
far, the frame size for all the protocol is set to 230ms. The duty cycle for all the protocols
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Figure 5.5: (a) Average energy consumption (b) Average latency
are set to 10%. We define the average energy consumption as the totoal current energy cost
divided by the number of nodes and the elapsed time and average latency as the total time of
the successfully transmitted packets divided by the summation of the number of successfully
transmitted packets. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.5, in which we compare the
performance of S-MAC, Q-MAC, and D-MAC. The simulation is repeated for ten times and the
graph shows the mean values of these conducted test.
According to our simulation result, we can see that D-MAC achieves dramatic energy saving
and low latency compared with S-MAC and Q-MAC. Roughly D-MAC can achieve 80% energy
saving compared with S-MAC and Q-MAC. And the latency for D-MAC is around seven times
lower than S-MAC and five times lower than D-MAC. In this case, although the many more
nodes deployed in one cell can help improve sensing accuracy, D-MAC also ensures sensing
coverage based on the deployment strategy and thus also can achieve high sensing accuracy.
The benefit for D-MAC is that it eliminates most of unnecessary sensing data transmission,
decreases the number of active nodes and thus reduces the number of contender for channel
accessing; and as a result, a much better performance can be achieved. We can imagine that
with more sensor nodes deployed into the field, in both S-MAC and Q-MAC, since all the
nodes can detect the sensing event, generate the data packets, and transmit them the sink nodes,
the network performance will become worse with the increase of deployed nodes. During the
simulation, we also notice that the higher redundancy will cause the system only to operate
on the lower traffic load in order to keep the network stable. Therefore, we believe reducing
redundancy at MAC layer is a fair method to achieve greater energy saving and better system
performance.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we present Q-MAC and D-MAC, the novel energy-efficient, QoS-aware MAC
protocols for wireless sensor networks. The Q-MAC involves two layers of scheduling, an
intra-node layer and an inter-node layer, to provide differentiated services while retaining low
energy conswnption characteristics. Simulation results indicate that when compared to S-MAC,
Q-MAC offers almost the same degree of power efficiency while allowing for flexible differ
entiation between different classes of services. The latter is fundamental in sensor networks,
which are strongly application-oriented. The reason of similar energy saving achieved by Q
MAC and S-MAC protocols is that they both apply similar active-sleep duty cycle mechanism
which determines the total energy saving. We also notice that in order to match the coverage
requirement and network lifetime requirement, sensor networks normally contain hundreds of
sensor nodes deployed in a sensing field, thus introducing extremely high communication and
sensing redundancy. In such case, if we still apply S-MAC or Q-MAC protocols, the network
performance may be greatly degraded with the increasing of deployed sensor nodes. Based
on this observation, we propose a Deployment-oriented Medium Access (D-MAC) protocol
with the design focus on organizing sensor networks with the least redundant sensor nodes. To
achieve this purpose, we design a sensor network deployment strategy, which can estimate the
total deployed sensor nodes based on the coverage and network lifetime constraints. Our strat
egy is based on the random deployment. In order to reduce both sensing and communication
redundancy, we use rectangular cells with carefully chosen size to partition the sensing field
and through the Location-aware Selection Algorithm (LSA), we can determine the least redun
dancy and coverage ensured active sensor set. Simulation shows the dramatic energy saving
and latency reduction. The results match our expectation that the redundancy reduction can
greatly improve the network performance. In this thesis, we also present a self-developed sen
sor network simulator, called SENSIM. It is developed based on the JAVA technology with
the support of Mysql database.
In the future, we would like to propose "traffic adaptive scheduling" scheme for sensor
network MAC protocol design. Currently the applied duty cycle in S-MAC, Q-MAC, and D
MAC are fixed. As a result, the change of traffic load may introduce larger redundancy or even
make the system unstable if the traffic arrival rate is bigger than the service rate. In order to avoid
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that problem, we need to poll the traffic information and control the service rate accordingly.
Two possible solutions need to be investigated. One is centralized management, in which the
current and previous information are sent to the sink node and services then can be assigned
to each node. In this case of contention based protocol, the service rate can be measured by
the duty cycle of active-sleep. However, this centralized feedback control mechanism may
introduce more communication overhead and it may not be applicable when the change of
traffic is frequently. Furthermore, in the case that the message size is very small, it could greatly
degrade the network performance. Another method is "region based scheduling", motivated by
the fact that the change of traffic load occurs in a small region and only has localized effect.
Thus we hope to figure out some ways which can let the nodes within that region determine
their own duty cycle. The challenges come with the existence of multiple duty cycle and how
to coordinate the data transmission among nodes with different duty cycles. Another direction
is to evaluate effects caused by the QoS metrics like energy, node density, fairness and so on.
For instance, we can observe that high node density could cause the system to be unstable with
even a very low traffic arrival rate. So for a typical application in sensor networks, what is the
traffic arrival rate and how the density can affect the network performance. All these interesting
and valuable topics are needed to be worked out.
Our simulator development also need to be greatly improved. Currently the simulation
speed is comparably slow, and in the future, we expect to parallelize the simulator so that it
can run on multiple machines. Currently our simulator is a time-driven based simulator, in
which we have a variable recording the current time, which is incremented in fixed steps. After
each increment we will check to see whether an event occurs and records the system change
accordingly. The drawback of this method is the slow simulation time. In the future, we would
like to move to the event-driven based simulation, in which we only check the occurrence of
discrete events and update the system information.
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Appendix A

SENSIM: SEnsor Network SIMulator
The challenges of developing, debugging, and evacuating complex sensor networks demands a
new set of tools. Simulation provides timely and inexpensive study of the existing and future
sensor network protocols and methods under various conditions. Currently, the most popular
simulators include ns-2 [6], TOSSIM [5], JavaSim [7], GloMoSim [3], SSFNet [9], SensorSim
[2], and OPNET [8], providing varying degrees of scalability, realism, and detail for under
standing the behavior of sensor networks. However, most of them have been built upon the
wired network model and only take wireless as an extension to their layered architecture. In
fact, wireless networks are inherently different due to the extreme complexity of signal interfer
ence, attenuation of radio wave and the local broadcasting nature, which makes communication
pattern distinctive from the equivalent wired network. Under this context, Glomosim is a good
choice as it is a standalone wireless simulator and is designed for large scale ad hoc and sensor
networks simulation. Nevertheless, the lack of modules to evaluate the energy consumption, the
most important metric in sensor network simulations, has greatly limited its usage. The only
acceptable tool left is SensorSim, which has been integrated into ns2. It provides additional
features for modeling sensor networks including a power model, a battery model, a radio prop
agation model and a sensor channel model. It also supports hybrid simulation, which allows
the real-time interaction between the real and simulated nodes. However, the pre-release status
and in-comprehensive documentation make it difficult to use. Therefore, a standalone sensor
network simulator is highly desirable.

A.1

Simulator Architecture

The goal of SENSIM is to provide a convenient tool which can be used to evaluate the per
formance of newly developed protocols for wireless sensor networks. SENSIM is designed
as a networked simulator, accessible through the public Internet, with the motivation to inte
grate most classical protocols pro�sed for wireless sensor networks. We expect SENSIM to be
a parallel simulator and emulator for sensor networks design, although the first release of the
simulator only contains a standalone version. In general, SENS IM consists of four modules, the
configuration module which generates the network topology, initializes parameters for sensor
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Figure A. I: Architecture of SENSIM

nodes, specifies the application, and configures the simulation parameters; the sensor network
module which maintains the network topology, generates the neighborhood information, and
the state of the node (dead or alive); the sensor node abstraction module, which is further di
vided into the energy sub-module and the network stack sub-module. The energy sub-module
is based on the parameters of Mote's chipcon CCIO00 radio and the network stack sub-module
has several protocols implemented. The simulation core is based on the time-driven simulation
in which the simulation clock is moved forward at the fixed cycle, with all the possible actions
carried out, and at the end of that cycle, the updated information is collected; the storage module
stores the temporary simulation information into the remote database such that the simulation
can continued at a later time if needed. Meanwhile, it saves the simulation information and uses
tools like MATLAB to analyze the data. The architecture of SENSIM is illustrated in Fig. A. I.

A.2

Implementation Tools

SENSIM is developed using the JAVA technology. We describe in the following basic tools
used in SENSIM.
• J2SE 5.0. It provides an integrated JAVA application development environment including
java compiler, virtual machine, user interface toolkits, and so on. Since JAVA is a cross
platform development tool, SENSIM can run on different systems like Windows, Linux,
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Solaris.
• Apache Ant. It is a java-based build tool. Once provided with an XML-based makefile,
it can automatically locate all the source files, compile them, and package the class files
into the executable file.
• CORBA. It is used to bridge the client with the module residing on the server side which
is written in C++ for higher execution efficiency.
• MySQL Connector/J. It is used to coverts JDBC calls into network protocols used by
the MySQL database. Therefore, it enables interaction with MySQL and connects all
corporate data.
• MySQL. It is used as our database server to store all the simulation, emulation, and ani
mation data.
• Java Network Launching Protocol (JNLP). It is usually defined as server-resident appli
cation over a network and across firewalls, and latching it on a client. In our case, we
apply it to latch SENSIM with a single click from a web browser without going through
complicated installation procedures.

A.3

SENSIM Overview

The current implementation can be generally divided into two parts: simulation and visualiza
tion. We try to keep these two modules as independent as possible. For the simulation part,
we design several classes, SimCore, Network, Node, BasicApp, BasicRoute, BasicMAC, Ba
sicPhys, and BasicEnergy. During the initialization, the Network and SimCore have been con
structed by the visualization tool or the configuration information obtained from the database.
After initialization, the simulator core walks through simulation time by calling specific meth
ods of each node. A simulation clock is broken into the following operations:
• cyclestart. This signifies a new clock phase. Any cycle-by-cycle statistical information
should be adjusted.
• cycleexecute. In this phase, all the nodes determine what exactly they are going to do in
this cycle and carry out these actions. Information about what other nodes have decides
to do is withheld so that two nodes can simultaneously decide to transmit to each other.
• cycleupdate. Any post-cycle statistical information like energy consumption and latency
are updated or computed during this phase.
Each node object must implement each of these methods for simulation. In addition we
declare these methods into the class of Node, BasicApp, BasicRoute, BasicMAC, and Basic
Phys. If a user wants to define his/her own sensor network protocols, what needs to done is to
extend the basic class definition for application layer, network layer, MAC layer, or Physical
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layer and overload all these simulation cycle methods. In addition, the simulation is launched
or stopped by the control of SimCore. Fig. A.2 shows the current implementation of network
stack protocols. In the application layer, we have implemented Constant Bit Rate (CBR), bursty
traffic, and moving targets as the application model; In the network layer, we simply implement
flooding as the routing protocol; In the MAC layer, we have implemented S-MAC, 802.11 DCF,
Q-MAC, and D-MAC protocols; And in the physical layer, we have mainly used Berkeley Mote
as the reference and implemented Mote as our applicable physical layer. Notice that at the cur
rent stage we have not implemented the wireless channel fading. Instead, we simply specified
the communication range for each sensor node, but we do introduce the Bit Error Rate (BER)
which can be specified from our visualization tool. The simulation examples can be referred in
the Q-MAC and D-MAC simulations.
Visualization is another important feature of SENSIM, it includes the following functional
ities.
• Topology Visualization. We need to display the network topology for a generated sensor
network. The graphic user interface for this purpose needs to be interactive, which means
the user can obtain all the related information of sensor nodes by simply clicking the
position of the node. In addition, we also provide a series of toolkits for users to modify
the configuration of the network, like adding or removing sensor nodes, re-specifying the
parameters like the width or height of sensing field.
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Figure A.3: Snapshot of SENSIM with 10 x 10 gird topology

• Viewing tools. We provide the viewing tools such as zooming, selection of a particular
sensing area, drag and drop, and multi-layer display.
• Reports. We implement a chart library dealing with XY plots, time series charts, and his
tograms. This library can be used for reporting purpose, including plotting the topology
distributions and simulation results.
A snapshot of SENSIM simulator is shown in Fig. A.3 with a 10 x 10 grid topology. The
SENSIM is an ongoing project and still needs a lot of work to make it a comprehensive simu
lation tool. We plan to release this simulator by the end of this year and publish on our group's
website.
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